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Abstract. In 2015 Gelander introduced a new compactification of the moduli space of

finite-area hyperbolic surfaces using invariant random subgroups (IRSs). The goal of

this article is to give a complete description of this IRS compactification in terms of

the classical augmented moduli space, also known as the Deligne–Mumford compact-

ification. We construct a homeomorphism between the IRS compactification and the

quotient of the augmented moduli space that is obtained by forgetting the gluing of

each nodal surface’s components. This quotient map is finite-to-one and we give an ex-

plicit upper bound on the cardinalities of its fibers that depends only on the topology

of the underlying surface.

1. Introduction

Although implicitly studied in [BG04; Ver12], invariant random subgroups (IRSs)
were introduced only recently in [AGV14; Abé+17] and they have attracted consid-
erable research activity since then [Bow15; Gel15; Abé+18; GL18a; GL18b; LBMB18;
Gel19; BLT19; Zhe19].

Definition 1.1.1. Let G be a locally compact Hausdorff group and denote by Sub(G) its
space of closed subgroups; see section 2.8. An invariant random subgroup (IRS) of G is a
conjugation invariant Borel probability measure µ on Sub(G). We denote by IRS(G) the
set of all IRSs of G and equip it with its natural weak*-topology.

One motivation to study IRSs stems from the fact that they generalize lattices of G.
In fact, many results about lattices find natural extensions to results about invariant
random subgroups. For example, there is a version of the Borel density theorem, the
Kazhdan–Margulis theorem and the Stuck–Zimmer rigidity theorem for invariant ran-
dom subgroups; see [Gel15; Gel19].

Let us briefly recall how to associate an IRS µΓ ∈ IRS(G) to a lattice Γ ≤ G: Denote by
νΓ the unique invariant probability measure on the homogeneous space Γ \G. Then the
orbit map G −→ Sub(G), g 7−→ g−1Γ g descends to the quotient ϕΓ : Γ \G −→ Sub(G). One
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obtains an IRS µΓ B (ϕΓ )∗(νΓ ) as the push-forward measure. Note that µΓ is supported
on the conjugacy class G ∗ Γ and ϕΓ induces a homeomorphism N (Γ )\G � G ∗ Γ where
N (Γ ) denotes the normalizer of Γ in G (Lemma 4.1.3).

Gelander [Gel15] was the first to observe an interesting application of this construc-
tion to the moduli spaceM(Σ) of finite-area hyperbolic structures on an oriented sur-
face Σ with negative Euler characteristic and no boundary: Every hyperbolic surface X
with finite area is a quotient X = Γ \H2 where Γ ≤ G is a torsion-free lattice. Two such
surfaces Γ \H2 and Γ ′\H2 are isometric if and only if Γ and Γ ′ are conjugate. Therefore,
isometry classes of finite-area hyperbolic surfaces are in one-to-one correspondence
with conjugacy classes of torsion-free lattices in G. Because the IRS µΓ associated to
a lattice Γ also depends only on its conjugacy class (Lemma 4.1.3), we obtain a well-
defined map

ι : M(Σ) −→ IRS(G), X = Γ \H2 7−→ µΓ .

In fact, we prove in Proposition 4.1.5 that ι is a topological embedding.
One of the key properties of the space of closed subgroups is that it is compact.

Hence, its space of Borel probability measures Prob(Sub(G)) equipped with the weak*
topology is compact, too, and it follows that IRS(G) is compact as a closed subset
(Lemma 4.1.2). Therefore, one may take the closure ι(M(Σ)) to obtain a compactifi-
cation of the moduli spaceM(Σ):

Definition 1.1.2 ([Gel15, Section 3.1]). The IRS compactificationMIRS
(Σ) of the moduli

spaceM(Σ) is defined as the closure

MIRS
(Σ)B ι(M(Σ)) ⊆ IRS(G).

It is natural to ask what can be said about this compactification:

Problem 1.1.3 ([Gel15, Problem 3.2]). Analyze the IRS compactification ofM(Σ).

The objective of this article is to answer this question by relating the IRS compactifi-
cationMIRS

(Σ) to the classical Deligne–Mumford compactification M̂(Σ).
We regard the Deligne–Mumford compactification as the augmented moduli space

M̂(Σ); see section 2.5. Intuitively, a point X ∈ M̂(Σ) can be thought of as a nodal sur-
face, where a family of disjoint simple closed curves σ in Σ is collapsed to nodes and
every complementary component Σi ∈ c(σ ) B π0(Σ \ σ ), i = 1, . . . ,m, carries a hyper-
bolic metric of finite area. Each hyperbolic metric gives rise to a point Xi ∈ M(Σi) in
the moduli space of the component Σi ∈ c(σ ), i = 1, . . . ,m, and we call the hyperbolic
surfaces X1, . . . ,Xm the parts of X. One can imagine that the parts X1, . . . ,Xm are glued
according to some pairing of their punctures to form the nodal surface X; see Figure 1.
The topology on M̂(Σ) is such that a sequence of hyperbolic surfaces (Xn)n∈N converges
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to a nodal surface X if there is a collection of curves in each Xn corresponding to the
nodes of X such that their lengths go to 0 and the hyperbolic structures on the comple-
mentary subsurfaces converge to the respective parts of X. More formally, M̂(Σ) is the
quotient of the augmented Teichmüller space T̂ (Σ); see section 2 for details.

X1 X2

Figure 1. A nodal surface X ∈M(Σ4,2) with parts X1 ∈M(Σ1,2), X2 ∈M(Σ2,3).

Keeping this description in mind there is a natural map from the augmented moduli
space to the IRS compactification

Φ̂ : M̂(Σ) −→MIRS
(Σ).

Indeed, let X ∈ M̂(Σ) be a nodal surface with parts Xi ∈ M(Σi), i = 1, . . . ,m. Every part
Xi is the quotient Γi\H2 for a torsion-free lattice and amounts to an IRS µXi B µΓi =
ι(Xi), i = 1, . . . ,m. Moreover, the area of a hyperbolic surface is a topological invariant
volXi (Xi) = −2πχ(Σi), i = 1, . . . ,m, and χ(Σ) =

∑m
i=1χ(Σi). In particular, it makes sense

to think about the quotient χ(Σi)/χ(Σ) as the proportion of area that the part Xi takes
up in X. This motivates the definition

Φ̂(X)B
m∑
i=1

χ(Σi)
χ(Σ)

·µXi ∈ IRS(G),

which is a convex combination of IRSs.
An immediate observation is that the map Φ̂ forgets about how the parts X1, . . . ,Xm

are glued to form the nodal surface X. Hence, it makes sense to pass to a quotient of the
augmented moduli space that captures this phenomenon. To this end, we consider the

set |M̂|BN

⊔
Σ′M(Σ′)

0 of all functions from
⊔
Σ′M(Σ′) to N0, where the disjoint union is

taken over all oriented topological surfaces Σ′ with negative Euler characteristic. There
is a canonical map Q : M̂(Σ) −→ |M̂|, that counts the parts of a nodal surface with
their multiplicities. We call its image |M̂|(Σ) B Q(M̂(Σ)) equipped with the quotient
topology the moduli space of parts; see section 2.5. Then the map Φ̂ descends to a map
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Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→ IRS(G) given by

Φ(ξ) =
∑

X∈
⊔
Σ′M(Σ′)

χ(X)
χ(Σ)

· ξ(X) ·µX ,

for all ξ ∈ |M̂|(Σ).
Our main result is the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1.4 (Theorem 4.2.2). The map Φ̂ : M̂(Σ) −→ MIRS
(Σ) is a continuous surjec-

tion that extends the embedding ι : M(Σ) −→ MIRS
(Σ). Moreover, Φ̂ descends to a homeo-

morphism Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→MIRS
(Σ):

M̂(Σ)

|M̂|(Σ) MIRS
(Σ)

Q Φ̂

Φ
∼

There is a uniform upper bound on the number of elements in each fiber of Φ̂ ,

#Φ̂−1(µ) ≤ B(Σ)B
(
3 |χ|
p

)
·

(2(|χ|+ g − 1))!

(|χ|+ g − 1)! · 2(|χ|+g−1)
∀µ ∈MIRS

(Σ),

where χ = χ(Σ), g = g(Σ), and p = p(Σ) denote the Euler characteristic, the genus, and the
number of punctures of Σ, respectively.

In particular, this theorem shows that the IRS compactification is isomorphic to the
moduli space of parts |M̂|(Σ).

The upper bound on the cardinality of the fibers of Φ̂ is obtained by finding an
upper bound for the quotient map Q : M̂(Σ) −→ |M̂|(Σ). This amounts to estimating
in how many ways one may glue a given collection of hyperbolic surfaces along their
punctures to obtain a nodal surface in M̂(Σ). In Proposition 2.7.2 we solve this combi-
natorial problem by counting the number of possible pairings of punctures. However,
our bound is not sharp; see Example 2.7.3. In fact, computing the precise cardinality
of the fiber Q−1(ξ) for some ξ ∈ |M̂|(Σ) is delicate, because the isometry groups of the
different parts play a role; see Example 2.7.4.

Outline. In section 2 we review some background material. We take an algebraic point
of view and regard Teichmüller space as a space of conjugacy classes of admissible
representations. In section 2.3 we define the moduli space of hyperbolic surfaces as the
quotient of Teichmüller space with respect to the mapping class group action. Section
2.4 then introduces the augmented Teichmüller space and we describe its topology
in terms of representations. The augmented Teichmüller space is used in section 2.5
to define the augmented moduli space, which is central to our discussion of the IRS
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compactification. In section 2.6 we discuss how to obtain a nodal surface by gluing
finite-area hyperbolic surfaces at their punctures. By forgetting the gluing section 2.7
introduces the moduli space of parts. In section 2.8 we collect some properties of the
space of closed subgroups. Section 2.9 then introduces the geometric topology on the
set of admissible representations.

In section 3 we prove Lemma 3.1.1, which lies at the heart of our proof of Proposition
4.1.5 and Theorem 4.2.2. More precisely, we show that the characteristic function of a
truncated Dirichlet domain depends continuously on the group.

In section 4 we prove our results about the IRS compactification. We show that the
moduli space embeds in the space of IRSs of PSL(2,R) via the map ι in section 4.1. In
section 4.2 we prove Theorem 4.2.2 relating the IRS compactification to the augmented
moduli space using Lemma 3.1.1.

Acknowledgements. The author would like to thank his advisor Alessandra Iozzi for
her guidance and many helpful comments. Also, he would like to thank Marc Burger
for many inspiring conversations, and the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in
Berkeley for its hospitality during the research program “Holomorphic Differentials in
Mathematics and Physics” during the fall of 2019. Moreover, the author would like to
thank the MPIM Bonn for its hospitality.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we will present some background material and fix our notation.

2.1. Notational Conventions. We denote by Σ an oriented surface of genus g with p
punctures, no boundary, and negative Euler characteristic χ(Σ) < 0 . Further, G :=
PSL(2,R) � Isom+(H2) denotes the group of orientation preserving isometries of the
hyperbolic plane H

2, if not otherwise specified.

2.2. The Teichmüller Space. We will recall some basic notions of Teichmüller theory
in the following.

Teichmüller theory is concerned with deformations of hyperbolic structures on sur-
faces. One way to think about this is to consider orientation preserving homeomor-
phisms f : Σ −→ X between the topological surface Σ and a hyperbolic surface X. Such
a homeomorphism is called a marking and the tuple (f ,X) is called a marked hyperbolic
surface. Furthermore, one identifies two marked hyperbolic surfaces (f1,X1), (f2,X2) if
there is an orientation preserving isometry ϕ : X1 −→ X2 that is homotopic to f2 ◦ f −1

1 .
The resulting set of (equivalence classes of) marked hyperbolic surfaces is then a model
for the Teichmüller space Teich(Σ) of hyperbolic structures on Σ.
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Remark 2.2.1. Notice that we do not require the hyperbolic surfaces to have finite area
here. Instead, some authors prefer to consider Teichmüller spaces of finite-area hyper-
bolic surfaces with geodesic boundary components. However, one may pass freely be-
tween the two points of view. Indeed, by cutting off the hyperbolic funnels at their waist
geodesics one obtains a finite-area hyperbolic surface with geodesic boundary. Vice
versa, one may always attach hyperbolic funnels along the geodesic boundary compo-
nents to get an element of Teich(Σ). We chose this approach because it avoids the for
our purposes unnecessary distinction between boundary components and punctures.
This uniform framework will facilitate our definition of the augmented Teichmüller
space in section 2.4.

Instead of working directly with marked hyperbolic surfaces we will rather use an
algebraic reformulation of Teich(Σ), which arises as follows. Any marking f : Σ −→ X

may be lifted to a homeomorphism f̃ : Σ̃ −→ H
2 between the universal covers after

choosing some base points. Moreover, it induces an isomorphism between the funda-
mental groups ρ B f∗ : π1(Σ) −→ π1(X). Recall that both fundamental groups π1(Σ)
and π1(X) act via deck transformations on Σ̃ and H

2, respectively. By definition the
lift f̃ : Σ̃ −→H

2 is equivariant with respect to these actions, i.e. f̃ (γ · x) = ρ(γ) · f̃ (x) for
all x ∈ Σ̃ and every γ ∈ π1(Σ). In this way, we may interpret ρ : π1(Σ) −→ π1(X) < G =
Isom+(H2) as a discrete and faithful representation of π1(Σ) called a holonomy repre-
sentation of f . This motivates the following definition.

Definition 2.2.2. A discrete and faithful representation

ρ : π1(Σ) −→ G

is called admissible if it is a holonomy representation of an orientation preserving home-
omorphism f : Σ −→ X where X is a hyperbolic surface. The set of all such representa-
tions is denoted by R∗(Σ). If we additionally require that the hyperbolic surface X has
finite area, we denote the resulting subset by R(Σ).

Remark 2.2.3. Because a hyperbolic surface of finite type has finite area if and only if
every end is a cusp, an admissible representation ρ ∈ R∗(Σ) is in R(Σ) if and only if
ρ(α) ∈ G is parabolic for every peripheral curve α ∈ π1(Σ).

Note that a holonomy representation of a marking homeomorphism is not unique
and depends on the choice of base points and the identification of the universal cover
of X with H

2. Moreover, points in the Teichmüller space of marked hyperbolic surfaces
Teich(Σ) are actually equivalence classes of marked hyperbolic surfaces. Nevertheless,
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it turns out that there is a one-to-one correspondence between marked hyperbolic sur-
faces and conjugacy classes of admissible representations [FM12, Proposition 10.2]. This
leads us to the following algebraic model of Teichmüller space.

Definition 2.2.4. The group G acts via conjugation on R(Σ) resp. R∗(Σ) from the left,
and we denote the quotients by

T (Σ)B G\R(Σ) resp. T ∗(Σ)B G\R∗(Σ).

We will refer to both as Teichmüller spaces of Σ.

One can use this model to put a topology on Teichmüller space in the following way.
We begin by defining the algebraic topology on the set of admissible representations.

Definition 2.2.5. The group π1(Σ) admits a finite generating set S, and the map

i : R∗(Σ) ↪→ GS ,ρ 7−→ (ρ(s))s∈S

is injective. We equip GS with the product topology and R∗(Σ) with the initial topol-
ogy with respect to the injection i. This topology does not depend on the choice of
generating set and is called the algebraic topology.

The Teichmüller spaces T (Σ) = G\R(Σ) and T ∗(Σ) = G\R∗(Σ) are then equipped with
the quotient topology, respectively. In this way, both T (Σ) and T ∗(Σ) are Hausdorff
[Mar07, Lemma 5.1.1].

Remark 2.2.6. A sequence of representations (ρn)n∈N ⊆ R∗(Σ) converges to ρ ∈ R∗(Σ) as
n → ∞ with respect to this topology if and only if ρn(γ) → ρ(γ) as n → ∞ for every
γ ∈ π1(Σ).

We will need the following definitions.

Definition 2.2.7. The translation length of an element g ∈ G is defined as

`(g) := inf
x∈H2

d(gx,x).

Lemma 2.2.8. Let g ∈ G. Then

`(g) = 2arcosh
(

1
2 ·max(2, |tr(g)|)

)
.

In particular, R∗(Σ) −→R,ρ 7−→ `(ρ(γ)) is continuous for every γ ∈ π1(Σ).

Definition 2.2.9. Let α,β ∈ π1(Σ). The geometric intersection number i(α,β) is defined
as

i(α,β) := min
c1,c2

#(c1 ∩ c2)
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where the minimum is taken over all loops c1, c2 in the free homotopy classes of α,β
respectively. We say that two loops c1 and c2 are in minimal position if they realize their
geometric intersection number, i.e. i([c1], [c2]) = #(c1 ∩ c2).

Recall that any two closed geodesics are always in minimal position. Moreover, there
is a unique closed geodesic c ⊆ X in the free homotopy class of every essential closed
curve γ ∈ π1(Σ). Its length L(c) coincides with the translation length `(ρ(γ)) of the
corresponding hyperbolic isometry.

It is well-known that short closed geodesics in a hyperbolic surface admit long collar
neighborhoods; see [Bus10, Theorem 4.1.1]. As a consequence any two intersecting
closed geodesics cannot both be short:

Lemma 2.2.10 (Collar Lemma; see [Bus10, Corollary 4.1.2]). Let α,β ∈ π1(Σ) such that
α is primitive and i(α,β) > 0. If ρ ∈ R∗(Σ), then

sinh
(
`(ρ(α))

2

)
· sinh

(
`(ρ(β))

2

)
≥ 1.

In particular, if (ρn)n∈N ⊆ R∗(Σ) is a sequence such that `(ρn(α))→ 0 as n→ ∞, then
`(ρn(β))→∞ as n→∞.

The Teichmüller space T (Σ) parametrizes deformations of geometric objects: hyper-
bolic surfaces. Interestingly, it has a geometry in its own right. In fact, Teichmüller
space carries more than one natural metric, e.g. the Teichmüller metric [Abi80; FM12],
the Weil–Petersson metric [Wol07; Wol10], or the (asymmetric) Thurston metric [Thu98].
The Weil–Petersson metric is a non-complete Kähler metric on T (Σ) with negative sec-
tional curvature.

2.3. The Moduli Space. In this section we will briefly recall the definition of the mod-
uli space of finite-area hyperbolic surfaces. The material presented here is well-known
and can be found in [FM12; Har77].

The moduli space of finite-area hyperbolic surfaces is the set of all isometry classes
of finite-area hyperbolic surfaces. One may pass from the Teichmüller space of finite-
area marked hyperbolic surfaces to the moduli space by forgetting the marking. This is
achieved by taking the quotient by the mapping class group action.

Definition 2.3.1. The group

MCG(Σ) := Homeo+(Σ)/Homeo◦(Σ)

is called the mapping class group of Σ. Here Homeo◦(Σ) denotes the identity component
in Homeo(Σ), i.e. all homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. We will denote by [f ]
the mapping class of an orientation preserving homeomorphism f ∈Homeo+(Σ).
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Thus, the mapping class group acts on Teich(Σ) from the right via precomposition,
[f ,X]·[h]B [f ◦h,X], and one may define the moduli space as the resulting quotient. As
in the case of Teichmüller space this construction allows for an algebraic reformulation.

Any mapping class amounts to an outer automorphism of π1(Σ) in the following
way. Let ϕ = [f ] ∈ MCG(Σ), let p ∈ Σ and let β : [0,1] −→ Σ be a path from β(0) = p

to β(1) = f (p). Identifying π1(Σ) � π1(Σ,p) we obtain an automorphism at the level of
fundamental groups f∗ : π1(Σ) −→ π1(Σ) given by

f∗([c])B [β · (f ◦ c) · β−1]

for every homotopy class [c] ∈ π1(Σ,p) of a closed loop c at p.
This construction depends on the choice of representative f ∈ ϕ and the choice of

path β. However, we obtain a well-defined outer automorphism:

Proposition and Definition 2.3.2 ([FM12, Chapter 8]). The map

MCG(Σ) −→Out(π1(Σ)) = Aut(π1(Σ))/ Inn(π1(Σ)),

ϕ = [f ] 7−→ ϕ∗ B [f∗]

is a well-defined injective homomorphism. We denote its image by Out∗(π1(Σ)) ≤
Out(π1(Σ)) and its preimage under the quotient map Aut(π1(Σ)) −→ Out(π1(Σ)) by
Aut∗(π1(Σ)) ≤ Aut(π1(Σ)). We call these (outer) automorphisms geometric or admissible.

This gives rise to the following definition of the moduli space.

Proposition and Definition 2.3.3. The group Aut∗(π1(Σ)) acts on R∗(Σ) from the right
via precomposition, and induces a right-action of Out∗(π1(Σ)) �MCG(Σ) on T (Σ).

The quotient space
M(Σ)B T (Σ)/MCG(Σ)

is called the moduli space of Σ. We will denote the MCG(Σ)-equivalence class of [ρ] ∈
T (Σ) by [[ρ]] ∈M(Σ). Emphasizing the geometric point of view one may identify an el-
ement [[ρ]] ∈M(Σ) with (the isometry class of) the hyperbolic surfaceX = ρ(π1(Σ))\H2.

Moreover, we have the following commutative diagram

R(Σ) R(Σ)/Aut∗(π1(Σ))

T (Σ) M(Σ),

Aut∗(π1(Σ))

G G

MCG(Σ)�Out∗(π1(Σ))

where every map is the quotient map with respect to the action of the annotated group.

Proof. Let ρ ∈ R∗(Σ) and [α] = [g∗] ∈ Out∗(π1(Σ)), where g ∈ Homeo+(Σ). We only need
to check that ρ ◦ α is admissible as well. Because ρ is admissible, it is a holonomy
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representation of an orientation preserving homeomorphism f : Σ −→ X. Thus ρ ◦α is
a holonomy representation of f ◦ g : Σ −→ X, whence ρ ◦α ∈ R∗(Σ). �

It turns out that the mapping class group action MCG(Σ) y T (Σ) is isometric with
respect to the Weil–Petersson metric, such that it descends to a metric on the moduli
spaceM(Σ).

2.4. The Augmented Teichmüller Space. Following Harvey [Har74; Har77] and Abikoff
[Abi80, Chapter 2, §3] we will now introduce the augmented Teichmüller space T̂ (Σ)
which is a bordification of Teichmüller space T (Σ). The augmented Teichmüller space
has been known for a long time, and is usually constructed in terms of Fenchel–Nielsen
coordinates. We will take a different route here and describe T̂ (Σ) via representations.
A similar approach to the augmented deformation space of convex real projective struc-
tures is taken by Loftin and Zhang [LZ18].

The idea behind the augmented Teichmüller space is to allow the lengths of (homo-
topically) disjoint simple closed curves to go to zero as one moves to infinity in T (Σ).
This will be accounted for by attaching the Teichmüller spaces of the subsurfaces in the
complement of the pinched curves. Thus the augmented Teichmüller space will admit
a natural stratification in terms of the curve complex C(Σ).

Recall that the curve complex C(Σ) is a (combinatorial) simplicial complex and its
vertices are given by homotopy classes of essential simple closed curves in Σ. A (l − 1)-
dimensional simplex σ ⊆ C(Σ) is then given by a collection σ = {α1, . . . ,αl} of homotopy
classes of essential simple closed curves, which are pairwise distinct and admit disjoint
representatives. A maximal simplex σ̂ = {α1, . . . ,αN }, N = 3g − 3 + p, is a pairs of pants
decomposition of Σ, such that the dimension of C(Σ) is 3g + p − 4; see [Har81].

In the following we will equip Σ with an auxiliary hyperbolic structure. Thus we
may assume that every simplex σ ⊆ C(Σ) consists of the (unique) closed geodesic rep-
resentatives with respect to that hyperbolic structure. One can check a posteriori that
the following definitions are independent of this choice up to natural isomorphisms.

Definition 2.4.1 (Augmented Teichmüller Space). Let σ ⊆ C(Σ) be a simplex in the
curve complex. We define

T ∗σ (Σ)B
∏

Σ′∈c(σ )

T ∗(Σ′) and Tσ (Σ)B
∏

Σ′∈c(σ )

T (Σ′) ⊆ T ∗σ (Σ),

where the product is taken over all connected components c(σ ) of Σ \ σ . The disjoint
union over all simplices σ ⊆ C(Σ),

T̂ (Σ)B
⊔

σ⊆C(Σ)

Tσ (Σ),
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is then called the augmented Teichmüller space of Σ.

×

Σ1

α1 Σ2α2

(a) Let Σ be the surface of genus three with one puncture. We consider the simplex
σ = {α1,α2} ⊆ C(Σ), with components c(σ ) = {Σ1,Σ2}.

×
×
×

×

Σ1

fΣ1

×

Σ2

fΣ2

Γ1\H2

Γ2\H2

(b) Let r = ([ρΣ1
], [ρΣ2

]) ∈ Tσ (Σ) ⊆ T̂ (Σ) be a point in the augmented Teichmüller space,
where [ρΣi ] ∈ T (Σi), i = 1,2. Because the representation ρΣi is admissible, it is a
holonomy representation of an orientation preserving homeomorphism fΣi : Σ1 −→
Γi\H2, Γi B ρΣi (π1(Σi)), i = 1,2.

α1

α2[ρΣ1
]

[ρΣ2
]

(c) The above data is summarized in this picture.

Figure 2
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It is important to note that for a point r = ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(Σ) ∈ Tσ (Σ) ⊆ T̂ (Σ) the simplex
σ ⊆ C(Σ) is implicit as is the decomposition of Σ into the components {Σ′}Σ′∈c(σ ). Geo-
metrically one may think of the points in the stratum Tσ (Σ) as marked nodal surfaces,
where the curves in σ were collapsed to nodes and every complementary component
carries a finite-area hyperbolic structure; see Figure 2 for an example.

We wish to equip the augmented Teichmüller space with a topology. In order to
do so we will need restriction maps. Let σ ⊆ C(Σ) be a simplex in the curve complex
and let Σ′ ∈ c(σ ) be a connected component of Σ \ σ . Let π : H2 � Σ̃ −→ Σ denote the
universal covering; recall that Σ carries an auxiliary hyperbolic structure. Denote by
σ̃ := π−1(σ ) ⊆ H

2 the disjoint union of geodesics that project to σ ⊆ Σ. Further, let
Σ̃′ ⊆H

2 \ σ̃ be a connected component that projects to Σ′, i.e. π(Σ̃′) = Σ′. Observe that
Σ̃′ ⊆H

2 is a convex subset such that π|
Σ̃′ : Σ̃

′ −→ Σ′ is a universal covering; see Figure
3. Thus, we obtain the following commutative diagram:

Σ̃′ Σ̃

Σ′ Σ

π|Σ′ π

It follows that the homomorphism ιΣ′ : π1(Σ′) −→ π1(Σ) induced by inclusion is injec-
tive, and identifies π1(Σ′) with the subgroup of π1(Σ) � Deck(π) that leaves the com-
ponent Σ̃′ invariant.

Remark 2.4.2. The monomorphism ιΣ′ : π1(Σ′) ↪→ π1(Σ) depends on the choice of con-
nected component Σ̃′ ⊆ π−1(Σ′). Different choices amount to monomorphismsπ1(Σ′) ↪→
π1(Σ), which are conjugate in π1(Σ).

Remark 2.4.3. Although we will not need this in the following, we want to mention that
every simplex σ ⊆ C(Σ) gives rise to a graph of groups structure on π1(Σ); see [Ser03].
Indeed, π1(Σ) is the fundamental group of the graph of groups whose vertices are the
fundamental groups π1(Σ′) of the components Σ′ ∈ c(σ ). Identifying the peripheral
subgroups corresponding to curves in σ then amounts to the edge homomorphisms.

Proposition and Definition 2.4.4. In the above situation, we obtain a well-defined
restriction map

resΣΣ′ : T
∗(Σ) −→ T ∗(Σ′),

[ρ] 7−→ [ρ ◦ ιΣ′ ].

For a face σ ′ ⊆ σ ⊆ C(Σ) these maps induce a restriction map

resσ
′
σ : T ∗σ ′ (Σ) −→ T ∗σ (Σ),
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([ρΣ′′ ])Σ′′∈c(σ ′) 7−→
(
resΣ

′′

Σ′ ([ρΣ′′ ])
)
Σ′∈c(σ )

,

where on the right-hand-side Σ′′ is the unique connected component that contains Σ′.

Proof. Let [ρ] ∈ T ∗(Σ) with ρ ∈ R∗(Σ). Consider the composition ρ ◦ ιΣ′ : π1(Σ′) ↪→ G.
Then the image Γ ′ B ρ(ιΣ′ (π1(Σ′))) ≤ Γ B ρ(π1(Σ)) is discrete, such that ρ ◦ ιΣ′ is a
discrete and faithful representation. Our goal is to show that ρ ◦ ιΣ′ ∈ R∗(Σ′). It will
then be immediate that

resΣΣ′ : T
∗(Σ) −→ T ∗(Σ′),

[ρ] 7−→ [ρ ◦ ιΣ′ ],

is a well-defined map. Indeed, by Remark 2.4.2 the injective homomorphism ιΣ′ is well-
defined only up to conjugation in π1(Σ). However, this issue is resolved after taking the
quotient with respect to the conjugation action of G on R∗(Σ).

We are left to show that ρ ◦ ιΣ′ is a holonomy representation of an orientation pre-
serving homeomorphism f ′ : Σ′ −→ Γ ′\H2. Let f : Σ −→ X B Γ \H2 be an orientation
preserving homeomorphism such that ρ is a holonomy representation of f . We may
isotope f in such a way that it sends the curves in σ to geodesics f (σ ) ⊆ X. Therefore,
it sends Σ′ to a connected component X ′ of X \ f (σ ). Consider a lift f̃ : Σ̃ −→ H

2 of
f : Σ −→ X with respect to the universal coverings π : Σ̃ −→ Σ and πΓ : H2 −→ Γ \H2.
Then X̃ ′ B f̃ (Σ̃′) ⊆ H

2 \ π−1
Γ

(f (σ )) is a connected component, and f̃ |
Σ̃′ : Σ̃

′ −→ X̃ ′ is
(ρ ◦ ιΣ′ )-equivariant. Thus, it descends to an orientation preserving homeomorphism
f ′ : Σ′ −→ Γ ′\X̃ ′ � X ′, Γ ′ B (ρ ◦ ιΣ′ )(π1(Σ′)). The complement H2 \ X̃ ′ is a disjoint union
of closed half-spaces {Hj}j∈N each bordering on a geodesic of f̃ (σ̃ ) adjacent to X̃ ′.

We want to understand the action of Γ ′ on each half-space Hj ,j ∈ N. Note that the
disjoint union

⊔
j∈NHj is Γ ′-invariant such that Γ ′ acts via permutations on {Hj}j∈N.

Thus, if γ ∈ Γ ′ is an element such that γHj ∩Hj , ∅ then γHj =Hj . If Ij = ∂Hj ⊆ ∂H2 �

S
1 denotes the interval thatHj borders on then γ has to fix Ij . Because Γ ′ is torsion-free

it does not contain any elliptic elements such that γ must be a hyperbolic element that
fixes the end points of Ij . By discreteness of Γ ′ there is a hyperbolic element γj ∈ Γ ′

for every j ∈ N such that any element γ ∈ Γ ′ satisfying γHj ∩Hj , ∅ is a power of
γj . It follows that the quotient of Hj under the quotient map π′ : H2 −→ Γ ′\H2 is a
hyperbolic funnel Fj B π′(Hj ) � 〈γj〉\Hj .

Therefore, the complement of Γ ′\X̃ ′ in Y ′ = Γ ′\H2 is a disjoint union of hyperbolic
funnels. In particular, Y ′ deformation retracts to Γ ′\X̃ ′, and we can easily modify f ′ to
obtain an orientation preserving homeomorphism f ′′ : Σ′ −→ Y ′ with holonomy ρ ◦ ιΣ′ .
We conclude that ρ ◦ ιΣ′ ∈ R∗(Σ′), and resΣ

Σ′ is well-defined. �

We may now define a topology on T̂ (Σ).
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Definition 2.4.5 (Topology on T̂ (Σ)). For every r = ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ ) ∈ Tσ (Σ) we define a
system of open neighborhoods by

(resσ
′
σ )−1(U )∩Tσ ′ (Σ)

where σ ′ ⊆ σ and U ⊆ T ∗σ (Σ) =
∏
Σ′∈c(σ )T ∗(Σ′) runs over all open neighborhoods of

r ∈ T ∗σ (Σ) in the product topology. This system of neighborhoods defines a topology on
T̂ (Σ).

In this topology a sequence (r(n))n∈N ⊆ T̂ (Σ) converges to r ∈ Tσ (Σ) if and only if
r(n) ∈ Tσn(Σ) with σn ⊆ σ for large n, and

resσnσ (r(n))→ r (n→∞)

in T ∗σ (Σ).
Notice that for r = ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ ) ∈ Tσ (Σ) every [ρΣ′ ] ∈ T (Σ′) corresponds to a hy-

perbolic structure with finite area on Σ′ ∈ c(σ ). Therefore, every peripheral curve
α ∈ π1(Σ′) is mapped to a parabolic boundary transformation ρΣ′ (α). Suppose that

r(n) = ([ρ(n)
Σ′′n

])Σ′′n∈c(σn) ∈ Tσn(Σ) converges to r ∈ Tσ (Σ). Then every curve α ∈ π1(Σ), that is
freely homotopic to a curve in σ but not in σn, is pinched as n tends to infinity. Indeed,

up to conjugation ρ(n)
Σ′n

(α) converges to a parabolic transformation for every component
Σ′n ∈ c(σn) that contains α.

Remark 2.4.6. In [Abi80, Chapter 2, §3.4] the topology on augmented Teichmüller space
is defined in terms of Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates. However, one can check that both
topologies coincide. Indeed, every restriction map corresponds to a projection onto an
appropriate subset of length and twist parameters in Fenchel–Nielsen coordinates.

It is a result of Masur [Mas76] that the augmented Teichmüller space is the comple-
tion of Teichmüller space with respect to the Weil–Petersson metric; see also Wolpert
[Wol07; Wol10]. In particular, the following holds.

Proposition 2.4.7. The augmented Teichmüller space T̂ (Σ) is metrizable, and T (Σ) = T
∅

(Σ)
is an open and dense subset of T̂ (Σ).
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Σ̃′

Σ′

π

σ = {α}

σ̃ = π−1(σ )

Figure 3. We are considering a genus two surface Σ and a simplex σ =
{α} ⊆ C(Σ) consisting of one separating curve α ⊆ Σ. The preimages
π−1(Σ′) of the component Σ′ ∈ c(σ ) are shaded. We chose one connected
component Σ̃′ ⊆H

2 \ σ̃ .
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2.5. The Augmented Moduli Space. We will now introduce the augmented moduli
space M̂(Σ) as a quotient of the augmented Teichmüller space T̂ (Σ) by the extended
mapping class group action; see Abikoff [Abi80, Chapter 2, §3.4].

The mapping class group action on Teichmüller space extends to T̂ (Σ) in the fol-
lowing way. Let ϕ = [f ] ∈ MCG(Σ) and r = ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ ) ∈ Tσ (Σ) ⊆ T̂ (Σ). Notice that
the mapping class group acts simplicially on the curve complex C(Σ). Up to isotopy we
may assume that f −1 sends σ to a geodesic representative of f −1(σ ). Hence, f −1 induces
a bijection between the components c(σ ) and c(f −1(σ )) = f −1(c(σ )), and acts from the
right via restriction:

r ·ϕB ([ρf (Σ′) ◦ (f |Σ′ )∗])Σ′∈c(f −1(σ )).

The cutting homomorphism ensures that the action is well-defined; see [FM12, Section
3.6.3]. By definition this action extends the mapping class group action on T (Σ) such
that the embedding T (Σ) ↪→ T̂ (Σ) is MCG(Σ)-equivariant.

Note that this action permutes the different strata {Tσ (Σ)}σ⊆C(Σ) of the augmented
Teichmüller space:

Tσ (Σ)
ϕ
−→ Tϕ−1(σ )(Σ), ϕ ∈MCG(Σ).

Definition 2.5.1. The quotient space M̂(Σ) B T̂ (Σ)/MCG(Σ) of the augmented Te-
ichmüller space T̂ (Σ) by the mapping class group action is called the augmented moduli
space.

We will denote the MCG(Σ)-equivalence class of r = ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ ) ∈ Tσ (Σ) ⊆ T̂ (Σ) by

[r] ∈ M̂(Σ). Each [[ρΣ′ ]] ∈M(Σ′), Σ′ ∈ c(σ ), will be called a part or component of [r].1

In this way the augmented moduli space M̂(Σ) may be interpreted as the space of
all unmarked nodal surfaces, where every component carries a finite-area hyperbolic
structure. If we want to emphasize this geometric point of view, we will denote a nodal
surface in the augmented moduli space by a bold capital letter, e.g. X ∈ M̂(Σ). Likewise,
we will denote the parts of a nodal surface X ∈ M̂(Σ) by XΣ′ ∈ M(Σ′), Σ′ ∈ c(σ ), or
X1, . . . ,Xm if the components c(σ ) = {Σ1, . . . ,Σm} are enumerated.

Remark 2.5.2. Changing perspective one can see the moduli spaceM(Σ) as the moduli
space of smooth genus g curves with p marked points. In this setting, the augmented
moduli space M̂(Σ) corresponds to the Deligne–Mumford compactification of stable
curves. We will not use this point of view in what follows and refer the reader to
[Har74; Har77] and [HK14] for details.

The significance of this construction is that the augmented moduli space is compact.

1It is straight-forward to check that this definition depends only on the MCG(Σ)-equivalence class of r.
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Theorem 2.5.3 ([Abi80, Theorem, p. 104]). The augmented moduli space M̂(Σ) is a com-
pact Hausdorff space. The embedding T (Σ) ↪→ T̂ (Σ) descends to an embedding M(Σ) ↪→
M̂(Σ) with open and dense image.

2.6. Assembly Maps. We will now give an interpretation of how elements in M̂(Σ)
may be assembled from elements in the moduli spaces of the components. Such glu-
ing constructions are often used in Algebraic Geometry when studying the Deligne–
Mumford compactification of stable curves [Arb+11, Chapter X, Section 7]. We will
give a description of such gluing operations in the context of the augmented moduli
space in what follows. A more detailed exposition may be found in [Kri21, Section 2.6].

We will need some more notation.

Definition 2.6.1 (Pure Mapping Class Group). The subgroup PMCG(Σ) ≤ MCG(Σ) of
all mapping classes that fix each puncture of Σ individually is called the pure mapping
class group.

This allows us to form a slightly larger moduli space of hyperbolic structures on Σ
by keeping track of the punctures individually. Indeed, if we take the quotient of Te-
ichmüller space by only the pure mapping class group, punctures are no longer allowed
to be permuted by a mapping class. Thus, one may think of the elements of this new
moduli space as hyperbolic surfaces with labeled punctures:

Definition 2.6.2. We define the moduli space of (finite-area) hyperbolic surfaces with la-
beled punctures as

M∗(Σ) := T (Σ)/ PMCG(Σ)

and denote the quotient map by πΣ : T (Σ) −→M∗(Σ).

Let us now fix a simplex σ ⊆ C(Σ) in the curve complex. We denote by

PMCGσ (Σ)B {ϕ ∈ PMCG(Σ) : ϕ(α) = α, for all α ∈ σ } ≤ PMCG(Σ)

the subgroup of mapping classes fixing the homotopy class of each curve of σ individ-
ually. By definition PMCGσ (Σ) acts on Tσ (Σ) and we consider the quotient

M∗σ (Σ)B Tσ (Σ)/ PMCGσ (Σ).

One can show that the natural quotient maps Tσ (Σ) −→M∗σ (Σ) and T (Σ′) −→M∗(Σ′),
Σ′ ∈ c(σ ), induce an identification M∗σ (Σ) �

∏
Σ′∈c(σ )M∗(Σ′); see [Kri21, Proposition

2.6.7]:
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Tσ (Σ)
∏

Σ′∈c(σ )

T (Σ′)

M∗σ (Σ)
∏

Σ′∈c(σ )

M∗(Σ′)�

Projecting Tσ (Σ) ⊆ T̂ (Σ) to the augmented moduli space M̂(Σ) we obtain a continu-
ous map Tσ (Σ) −→ M̂(Σ), which descends:

M∗σ (Σ) = Tσ (Σ)/ PMCGσ (Σ) M̂(Σ) = T̂ (Σ)/MCG(Σ).

Hence, we obtain a continuous map Aσ as follows:

Tσ (Σ) M̂(Σ)

M∗σ (Σ)
∏

Σ′∈c(σ )

M∗(Σ′)�

Aσ

Definition 2.6.3. We will call the map Aσ :
∏
Σ′∈c(σ )M∗(Σ′) −→ M̂(Σ) the assembly map

with respect to σ ⊆ C(Σ).

Remark 2.6.4. The augmented moduli space M̂(Σ) is covered by the images of all the
Tσ (Σ), σ ∈ C(Σ). Therefore, every nodal surface X ∈ M̂(Σ) is in the image of some as-
sembly map Aσ for some simplex σ ∈ C(Σ). In fact, the images of finitely many assembly
maps are sufficient to cover the augmented moduli space since the quotient of the curve
complex by the mapping class group is a finite simplicial complex; see [Har81, p. 247].

The assembly map allows for the following geometric interpretation. Every curve
in σ corresponds to two punctures in some (possibly the same) component(s) Σ′ ,Σ′′ ∈
c(Σ). In this way σ can be thought of as a pairing for the punctures of the components
c(σ ). Given a collection of hyperbolic surfaces with labeled punctures Xi ∈ M∗(Σi),
i = 1, . . . ,m, c(σ ) = {Σ1, . . . ,Σm}, we may “glue” them according to the pairing given by σ
to obtain an element of M̂(Σ). This is exactly the image Aσ (X1, . . . ,Xm) of the assembly
map.

Instead of starting out with a given topological surface Σ and a simplex σ ⊆ C(Σ), we
may start with just a collection of surfaces and a pairing of their punctures. Indeed, let
Σ1, . . . ,Σm be a collection of oriented topological surfaces with negative Euler charac-
teristic χ(Σi) < 0. We will think of the punctures as marked points instead of missing
points, and denote by P (Σi) ⊆ Σi the set of all punctures of Σi , i = 1, . . . ,m. Moreover,
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let P be a pairing of some of the punctures, i.e. P is a collection of two element subsets
of

⊔m
i=1 P (Σi) such that {x1,x2} ∩ {y1, y2} = ∅ for any two distinct {x1,x2}, {y1, y2} ∈ P .

Using the pairing P we can assemble the surfaces Σ1, . . . ,Σm to a larger oriented topo-
logical surface Σ = Σ(Σ1, . . . ,Σm;P ) with negative Euler characteristic by replacing each
puncture with a boundary component and gluing them according to the given pairing.
We call the pairing P admissible, if the resulting surface Σ is connected.

In this construction the pairing P amounts to a collection of closed curves σ (P ) ⊆
C(Σ) corresponding to the glued boundary components and the surfaces Σ1, . . . ,Σm can
be canonically identified with the components c(σ (P )). Therefore, we may define the
assembly map with respect to an admissible pairing P as the assembly map with respect
to the simplex σ (P ) ⊆ C(Σ(Σ1, . . . ,Σm;P )):

Definition 2.6.5. Let Σ1, . . . ,Σm be a collection of oriented topological surfaces with
negative Euler characteristic χ(Σi) < 0, let P be an admissible pairing of their punctures
and set ΣB Σ(Σ1, . . . ,Σm;P ) as above. Then the assembly map with respect to the pairing
P is defined as

AP :
m∏
i=1

M∗(Σi) −→ M̂(Σ),

(X1, . . . ,Xm) 7−→ Aσ (P )(X1, . . . ,Xm).

We will also say that X1, . . . ,Xm are glued according to P to form the nodal surface X =
AP (X1, . . . ,Xm).

The following is an immediate consequence of Remark 2.6.4.

Corollary 2.6.6. For every nodal surface X ∈ M̂(Σ) there is a collection X1, . . . ,Xm, m > 0,
of hyperbolic surfaces with labeled punctures and an admissible pairing of their punctures P
such that X = AP (X1, . . . ,Xm).

2.7. Forgetting the gluing. We have already seen that one may obtain nodal surfaces
from hyperbolic surfaces with labeled punctures by gluing pairs of punctures. In this
section we will go the other way and forget how the parts are glued.

Consider the set |M̂|BN

⊔
Σ′M(Σ′)

0 of all maps from
⊔
Σ′M(Σ′) to N0, where the dis-

joint union is taken over all oriented topological surfaces Σ′ with negative Euler charac-
teristic. There is a canonical map Q : M̂(Σ) −→ |M̂|, that records each part of the nodal
surface with its multiplicity. (Note that the parts of a nodal surface do not have labeled
punctures.)
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Formally, given a nodal surface X ∈ M̂(Σ) with parts Xi ∈ M(Σi), i = 1, . . . ,m, we
define

Q(X)(Y )B #{i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} |Xi = Y } ∀Y ∈
⊔
Σ′

M(Σ′).

Definition 2.7.1. We denote the image of Q : M̂(Σ) −→ |M̂| by |M̂|(Σ) B Q(M̂(Σ)) and
call it the moduli space of parts. Furthermore, we equip |M̂|(Σ) with the quotient topol-
ogy turning it into a compact topological space.

It turns out that the cardinalities of the fibers of Q admit a uniform upper bound,
that depends only on the topology of the surface Σ.

Proposition 2.7.2. Let χ = χ(Σ), g = g(Σ), and p = p(Σ) denote the Euler characteristic, the
genus, and the number of punctures of Σ, respectively. Then

#Q−1(ξ) ≤ B(Σ)

for all ξ ∈ |M̂|(Σ), where

B(Σ)B
(
3 |χ|
p

)
·

(2(|χ|+ g − 1))!

(|χ|+ g − 1)! · 2(|χ|+g−1)
.

Proof. Let X = AP0
(X1, . . . ,Xm) ∈ M̂(Σ) be a nodal surface glued from some Xi ∈M∗(Σi),

i = 1, . . . ,m, according to some pairing of their punctures P0. Any other nodal sur-
face Y ∈ Q−1(Q(X)) can be obtained as a gluing Y = AP (X1, . . . ,Xm) according to some
appropriate pairing P . Therefore, it will suffice to show that there are at most B(Σ)-
many admissible pairings P that yield a nodal surface in the augmented moduli space
M̂(Σ). Notice that this imposes the requirement that the glued topological surface
Σ(Σ1, . . . ,Σm;P ) is homeomorphic to the given surface Σ.

We will now estimate the number of such pairings. To this end let P B
∑m
i=1p(Σi)

denote the total number of punctures of all the components Σ1, . . . ,Σm. We know that
in the end Σ(Σ1, . . . ,Σm;P ) should have p punctures. Thus, in a first step, we will select
p punctures from all of the punctures of the components Σ1, . . . ,Σm, that will not be
glued. There are

(P
p

)
-many possible choices and the remaining P − p punctures will

have to be glued.
By elementary combinatorics there are

(2k)!
k! · 2k

(1)

many ways of pairing 2k elements, k ∈N. Hence, there are

(P − p)!

((P − p)/2)! · 2(P−p)/2
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many different ways of pairing the remaining P − p punctures. Altogether there are at
most (

P
p

)
·

(P − p)!

((P − p)/2)! · 2(P−p)/2
(2)

many pairings P , that yield a topological surface Σ(Σ1, . . . ,Σm;P ) homeomorphic to Σ.
In order to obtain a uniform upper bound, let us first prove that P ≤ 3 |χ|: Let χi , gi ,

and pi denote the Euler characteristic, the genus, and the number of punctures of Σi ,
respectively. Observe that χ(Σi) = 2− 2gi − pi ≤ −1, i = 1, . . . ,m. Hence,

χ =
m∑
i=1

χi =
m∑
i=1

(2− 2gi − pi) .(3)

We obtain

P =
m∑
i=1

pi = |χ|+
m∑
i=1

(2− 2gi) ≤ |χ|+ 2m.

Finally,

m ≤
m∑
i=1

|χi | = |χ| ,

because χi ≤ −1. This yields P ≤ 3 |χ|, whence(
P
p

)
≤

(
3 |χ|
p

)
.(4)

Next, observe that

2− 2g − p =
m∑
i=1

(2− 2gi)− P

by (3), whence

P − p =
m∑
i=1

(2− 2gi)− (2− 2g)

= 2(m− 1) + 2g − 2
m∑
i=1

gi

≤ 2(|χ|+ g − 1),

and 1
2 (P − p) ≤ |χ|+ g − 1.

It is straight-forward to check that (1) is increasing in k ∈N, whence we obtain

(P − p)!

((P − p)/2)! · 2(P−p)/2
≤

(2(|χ|+ g − 1))!
(|χ|+ g − 1)! · 2|χ|+g−1

.(5)
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Using the upper bounds (4) and (5) in (2) we obtain that there are at most

B(Σ) =
(
3 |χ|
p

)
·

(2(|χ|+ g − 1))!
(|χ|+ g − 1)! · 2|χ|+g−1

many pairings P such that Σ � Σ(Σ1, . . . ,Σm;P ). This concludes the proof. �

We want to point out that the bound B(Σ) is not sharp, as the following example
shows.

Example 2.7.3. Consider the once punctured torus Σ = Σ1,1. Observe that the boundary
of M̂(Σ) consists of a single nodal surface X0, which is a degenerate hyperbolic pair of
pants with two punctures glued. Since the quotient map Q : M̂(Σ) −→ |M̂|(Σ) is one-
to-one on the moduli spaceM(Σ), it follows that the map Q is one-to-one on the entire
augmented moduli space. However, we have that

B(Σ1,1) =
(
3
1

)
· 2!

1! · 21 = 3.

For an arbitrary ξ ∈ |M̂|(Σ) computing #Q−1(ξ) can be delicate. Indeed, it is not
sufficient to just count the number of pairings that yield the correct topological type of
the glued surface, because the symmetries of the different parts play a role, too. This is
demonstrated by the following example.

Example 2.7.4. Consider the closed surfaceΣ = Σ3 of genus three, and letX,Y ∈M(Σ1,2)
be two hyperbolic surfaces of genus one with two punctures. We define an element
ξ ∈ |M̂|(Σ) by setting ξ(X) = ξ(Y ) = 1 and ξ(Z) = 0 for all other surfaces Z ∈

⊔
Σ′M(Σ′).

Let us label the punctures of X as {x1,x2} and the punctures of Y as {y1, y2} to obtain
pointsX ′ ,Y ′ ∈M∗(Σ2,1). Then any point in the fiberQ−1(ξ) can be glued fromX ′ and Y ′

by pairing the punctures appropriately. We have the following list of possible pairings:

P1 = {{x1, y1}, {x2, y2}},

P2 = {{x1, y2}, {x2, y1}},

P3 = {{x1,x2}, {y1, y2}}.

Note that the last pairing P3 is not admissible. Thus,

Q−1(ξ) = {AP1
(X ′ ,Y ′),AP2

(X ′ ,Y ′)}.

Moreover, if there is an isometry of X (or Y ) that exchanges the punctures, then

AP1
(X ′ ,Y ′) = AP2

(X ′ ,Y ′) ∈ M̂(Σ3).

Thus, depending on the symmetries of X and Y , the preimage Q−1(ξ) has either one or
two elements.
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2.8. The Space of Closed Subgroups. In this section we will introduce the space of
closed subgroups and briefly recall its properties. The material presented here is well-
known and can be found in [CEM06; Gel15; Mac64; GL18b; BP92]. We also recommend
the survey [Har08] for further reading.

The space of closed subgroups is essential for this article as every invariant random
subgroup is a conjugation invariant probability measure on the space of closed sub-
groups by definition. Moreover, we will use it in section 2.9 to define the geometric
topology on R∗(Σ). As before we will use the notation G = PSL(2,R) in the following.

Definition 2.8.1 (Space of closed subgroups Sub(G); [Abé+17, Section 2]). We denote
by Sub(G) the set of closed subgroups of G. For open subsets U ⊆ G and compact
subsets K ⊆ G we define the sets

O(K)B {A ∈ Sub(G) : A∩K = ∅}, O′(U )B {A ∈ Sub(G) : A∩U , ∅}.

The collection of all such subsets {O(K) : K ⊆ G compact} ∪ {O′(U ) : U ⊆ G open} gen-
erates the Chabauty topology on Sub(G); see [Cha50].

The most important property of this topology is that Sub(G) is compact.

Lemma 2.8.2 ([CEM06, Proposition I.3.1.2]). The space of closed subgroups Sub(G) is
compact and metrizable.

The following characterization is often useful.

Proposition 2.8.3 ([CEM06, Lemma I.3.1.3]). A sequence (Hn)n∈N ⊆ Sub(G) converges to
H ∈ Sub(G) if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(C1) For every h ∈ H there is a sequence (hn)n∈N ⊆ G such that hn ∈ Hn for every n ∈N
and h = lim

n→∞
hn.

(C2) If h ∈ G is the limit of a sequence (hnk )k∈N ⊆ H such that hnk ∈ Hnk for every k ∈N,
then h ∈H .

The Chabauty topology is compatible with the conjugation action Gy Sub(G):

Lemma 2.8.4 ([Abé+17, Section 2]). The group G acts continuously on Sub(G) via conju-
gation

G × Sub(G) −→ Sub(G)

(g,H) 7−→ gHg−1.

The following subsets will be of interest later on:

Definition 2.8.5. We define

Subd(G) := {Γ ∈ Sub(G) |Γ is discrete},
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Subdtf(G) := {Γ ∈ Sub(G) |Γ is discrete and torsion-free},

and equip these subsets with the subspace topology.

We will record some of their topological properties now:

Lemma 2.8.6 ([CEM06, Theorem I.3.1.4]). Let Γ ∈ Subd(G). Then there is an open neigh-
borhood U ⊆ G of the identity e ∈ G and an open neighborhood U ⊆ Sub(G) such that

Γ ′ ∩U = {e}

for every Γ ′ ∈ U .

Corollary 2.8.7. The subset of discrete subgroups Subd(G) ⊆ Sub(G) is open.

In order to understand the Chabauty topology geometrically, the following proposi-
tion is very useful.

Proposition 2.8.8 ([BP92, Theorem E.1.13]). Let o ∈ H
2 and Γ ∈ Subdtf(G). Then the

following holds:
For every r > 0, ε > 0 there is an open neighborhood U ⊆ Subdtf(G) of Γ such that for every

Γ ′ ∈ U there are open neighborhoods Ω,Ω′ ⊆ H
2 of the closed ball Bo(r) and a diffeomor-

phism f : Ω −→Ω′ satisfying:

(i) f (o) = o,
(ii) πΓ ′ (f (x)) = πΓ ′ (f (y)) ⇐⇒ πΓ (x) = πΓ (y), for every x,y ∈Ω, and

(iii) DBo(r)(f , id) < ε,

where πΓ : H2 −→ Γ \H2,πΓ ′ : H2 −→ Γ ′\H2 are the respective quotient maps, and DK (f ,g)
denotes the C∞-distance between two diffeomorphisms f , g defined on a neighborhood of a
compact set K ⊆H

2.
In particular, the diffeomorphism f : Ω −→ Ω′ descends to a diffeomorphism F mapping

πΓ (Ω) ⊆ Γ \H2 to πΓ ′ (Ω′) ⊆ Γ ′\H2:

Ω ⊆H
2 Ω′ ⊆H

2

πΓ (Ω) ⊆ Γ \H2 πΓ ′ (Ω′) ⊆ Γ ′\H2

f

πΓ πΓ ′

F

Informally, one can think of Proposition 2.8.8 as saying that “large” balls centered
at the base points πΓ (o) in Γ \H2 and πΓ ′ (o) in Γ ′\H2 are “almost isometric” if Γ ,Γ ′ ∈
Subdtf(G) are “close”.

2.9. The Geometric Topology. Previously, we have considered the algebraic topology
on R(Σ). Using the Chabauty topology we will now introduce the geometric topology.
This terminology is justified by its geometric implications; see Proposition 2.8.8.
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Definition 2.9.1 (Geometric topology onR∗(Σ)). The geometric topology onR∗(Σ) is the
initial topology with respect to the following two maps:

(i) i : R∗(Σ) ↪→ GS ,ρ 7−→ (ρ(s))s∈S , where S ⊆ π1(Σ) is a generating set for π1(Σ),
and

(ii) im: R∗(Σ) −→ Subdtf(G),ρ 7−→ imρ, which sends every (discrete) representation
ρ ∈ R∗(Σ) to its image in Sub(G).

Recall that the algebraic topology onR∗(Σ) is the initial topology with respect to just
the map i : R∗(Σ) ↪→ GS , such that the geometric topology is apriori stronger than the
algebraic topology. Using the fact that Σ is of finite type it can be shown that it is not.
However, there are counterexamples for surfaces of infinite type; see [CEM06, Section
I.3.1.10] for more details.

Proposition 2.9.2. Consider R∗(Σ) with the algebraic topology. Then the map

im: R∗(Σ) −→ Subdtf(G)

is a local homeomorphism onto its image D(Σ), which is the set of all discrete and torsion-
free subgroups Γ ′ < G such that there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism f : Σ −→
Γ ′\H2.

If we consider R(Σ) instead, the image of im: R(Σ) −→ Subdtf(G) consists of all lattices
Γ ∈ D(Σ). We denote this set by L(Σ).

Remark 2.9.3. In particular, Proposition 2.9.2 implies that the geometric topology co-
incides with the algebraic topology on R∗(Σ).

Proof. This proposition is proved in [Har77, Sections 2.3 and 2.4]. However, his proof
contains only the details for the case of a closed surface Σ. In the general case a sketch
of proof is given in [CEM06, Remark, p. 66]. A detailed proof can be found in the
author’s PhD thesis [Kri21, Proposition 2.8.2]. �

Proposition 2.9.2 allows us to identify the moduli spaceM(Σ) with the space G\L(Σ)
of conjugacy classes of lattices.

Proposition 2.9.4. The space L(Σ) is invariant under the conjugation action of G and we
may identify its quotient G\L(Σ) with the moduli spaceM(Σ) via the following homeomor-
phism

ψ : M(Σ) −→ G\L(Σ), [[ρ]] 7−→ [imρ].

Proof. Let Γ ∈ L(Σ) and g ∈ G. Then Γ ′ B gΓ g−1 is a torsion-free lattice, too. Moreover,
the element g ∈ G � Isom+(H2) induces an orientation preserving isometry

g : Γ \H2 −→ Γ ′\H2,
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Γ x 7−→ Γ ′gx,

whence Γ ′ = gΓ g−1 ∈ L(Σ).
Let us consider the right-action Aut∗(π1(Σ)) yR(Σ). We claim that the map

im: R(Σ) −→L(Σ)

induces a homeomorphism:

R(Σ)

R(Σ)/Aut∗(π1(Σ)) L(Σ)

im

ϕ

Clearly, if ρ1 = ρ2 ◦α for ρ1,ρ2 ∈ R(Σ) and α ∈ Aut∗(π1(Σ)) then imρ1 = imρ2.
On the other hand, suppose Γ = imρ1 = imρ2 for some ρ1,ρ2 ∈ R(Σ). There are ori-

entation preserving homeomorphisms f1, f2 : Σ −→ Γ \H2 such that ρ1,ρ2 are holonomy
representations of f1, f2, respectively. Then ρ−1

2 ◦ ρ1 is induced by f −1
2 ◦ f1 such that

αB ρ−1
2 ◦ ρ1 ∈ Aut∗(π1(Σ)), and ρ1 = ρ2 ◦α. Hence, ϕ is a bijection.

By definition of the quotient topology ϕ is continuous. Finally, im is a local homeo-
morphism such that ϕ−1 is continuous, too. This shows that ϕ is a homeomorphism.

Observe that ϕ is equivariant with respect to the conjugation action of G both on
R(Σ)/Aut∗(π1(Σ)) and on L(Σ). Therefore, taking the quotient by the conjugation ac-
tions yields a homeomorphism

R(Σ)/Aut∗(π1(Σ)) L(Σ)

T (Σ)/Out∗(π1(Σ)) G\L(Σ)

ϕ

�

ψ

�

given by ψ([[ρ]]) = [imρ] for every [[ρ]] ∈M(Σ) = T (Σ)/Out∗(Σ). �

We conclude this section with the following lemma, that restricts the kind of closed
subgroups that arise in the closure of the G-orbit of a lattice Γ ∈ L(Σ) in Sub(G).

Lemma 2.9.5. Let Γ ∈ L(Σ) and let (gn)n∈N ⊆ G be a sequence of elements such that

g−1
n Γ gn→H (n→∞)

converges to H ∈ Sub(G). Then, either

(i) H is abelian, or
(ii) H is a conjugate of Γ .

Proof. Let π : H2 −→ Γ \H2 denote the quotient map and o ∈H2. There are two cases to
consider:
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a) The sequence π(gno) is contained in a compact set K ⊆ Γ \H2, or
b) The sequence π(gno) goes to infinity in Γ \H2.

In case a) we may find a compact set K ′ ⊆ H
2 such that π(K ′) = K , and therefore

elements γn ∈ Γ such that γngno ∈ K ′. Then there is a convergent subsequence γnkgnk →
g as k→∞, such that

H = lim
n→∞

g−1
n Γ gn = lim

k→∞
g−1
nk γ

−1
nk Γγnkgnk = g−1Γ g.

In case b) there is a subsequence (nk)k∈N such that π(gnko) ∈ C is contained in a cusp
region C of the thin part of Γ \H2. Let B ⊆ π−1(C) be a horoball in the preimage of C
centered at ξ ∈ ∂H2, and let γ̂nk ∈ Γ be such that γ̂nkgnko ∈ B for every k ∈N, and

ξ = lim
k→∞

γ̂nkgnko.

Thus, if we set ĝk := γ̂nkgnk , then ξ = lim
k→∞

ĝko, and

H = lim
k→∞

g−1
nk Γ gnk = lim

k→∞
(ĝk)

−1(γ̂nk )
−1Γ γ̂nk ĝk = lim

k→∞
(ĝk)

−1Γ ĝk .

Let h ∈H and let γk ∈ Γ such that (ĝk)−1γk ĝk→ h as k→∞. Note that

d(ho,o) = lim
k→∞

d((ĝk)
−1γk ĝko,o) = lim

k→∞
d(γk ĝko, ĝko).

Hence there is D > 0, such that

d(γk ĝko, ĝko) < D

for all k ∈N. Thus γkB∩B , ∅ and γk ∈ P = stabξ(Γ ) for large k. Because P is abelian,
this implies that H is abelian. �

3. L1
-Convergence of Truncated Dirichlet Domains

In Proposition 2.9.2 we have introduced the space of discrete subgroups

D(Σ) = {Γ ∈ Subdtf(G) |Γ \H2 � Σ},

whose quotient Γ \H2 is homeomorphic toΣ. Given a group Γ ∈ D(Σ) and a point o ∈H2

one can study the action of Γ on H
2 via its Dirichlet domain (based at o):

Do(Γ )B {x ∈H2 |d(x,o) ≤ d(x,γo) ∀γ ∈ Γ \ {1}}.

In general, Do(Γ ) will not have finite-area. However, Γ acts on the convex hull

C̃(Γ )B conv(L(Γ )),

of its limit set L(Γ ) B Γ · o ∩ ∂H2. Its quotient C(Γ ) B Γ \C̃(Γ ) is called the convex core
of Γ \H2 and has finite area. Indeed, the convex core C(Γ ) is obtained from Γ \H2 by
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cutting off its infinite-area hyperbolic funnels at their waist geodesics. Therefore, it is
useful to study the truncated Dirichlet domain

D̂o(Γ )BDo(Γ )∩ C̃(Γ ),

which is always a finite-sided hyperbolic polygon. Note that the truncated Dirichlet
domain coincides with the usual Dirichlet domain if Γ is a lattice. Indeed, in this case
L(Γ ) = ∂H2 and C̃(Γ ) = H

2.
It is natural to ask, whether the truncated Dirichlet domain D̂o(Γ ) depends contin-

uously on Γ ∈ D(Σ), and if so in what sense. The goal of this section is to answer this
question in the form of the following lemma.

Lemma 3.1.1. Let o ∈H2. The map

D(Σ) −→ L1(H2), Γ 7−→ 1D̂o(Γ ),

is continuous, where 1D̂o(Γ ) denotes the indicator function of D̂o(Γ ) ⊆H
2.

Although this lemma seems classical, we could not find a proof in the literature.
Since it is an essential ingredient for Proposition 4.1.5 and Theorem 4.2.2, we will give
a complete proof using elementary hyperbolic geometry here. The proof is split into
several sublemmas, some of which might be of individual interest.

The first two lemmas are concerned with the pointwise convergence of the charac-
teristic functions 1C̃(Γn) and 1Do(Γn) outside of a set of measure zero.

Lemma 3.1.2. Let (Γn)n∈N ⊆ D(Σ) be a sequence converging to Γ ∈ D(Σ). Then

1C̃(Γn)(x)→ 1C̃(Γ )(x) (n→∞)

for every x ∈H2 \∂C̃(Γ ).

Proof. By Proposition 2.9.2 we may choose ρ,ρn ∈ R∗(Σ) such that imρ = Γ , imρn = Γn

for large n, and ρn→ ρ as n→∞.
First, let x ∈ H

2 \ C̃(Γ ). Let γ ∈ Γ be a hyperbolic element, whose axis bounds an
open half-space H(γ) such that H(γ)∩ C̃(Γ ) = ∅ and x ∈ H(γ). Let c ∈ π1(Σ) such that
ρ(c) = γ . Then ρn(c) = γn are boundary elements converging to γ . But then x ∈ H(γn)
such that x ∈H2 \ C̃(Γn) for large n ∈N.

Let x ∈ int(C̃(Γ )) and suppose that there is a subsequence (nk)k∈N such that x < C̃(Γnk )
for all k ∈N. Then there are primitive hyperbolic boundary elements γnk ∈ Γnk , whose
axes ax(γnk ) bound half-spaces H(γnk ) ⊆H

2 such that x ∈H(γnk ).
We claim that there is D ≥ 0 such that d(x,ax(γnk )) ≤D. Suppose to the contrary that

there is a further subsequence, also denoted by (nk)k∈N, such that d(x,ax(γnk ))→∞ as
k→∞. Let η,η′ ∈ Γ be two non-commuting elements and let ηnk ,η

′
nk ∈ Γnk , that converge
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to η,η′ ∈ Γ , respectively. Then ηnkx,η
′
nkx ∈ H(γnk ) for large k. However, this means

that ηnk and η′nk must leave the entire half-space H(γnk ) invariant. Thus they commute
having the same axis ax(γnk ). But then also η and η′ commute; in contradiction to our
assumption.

Because γnk are primitive boundary elements their translation length `(γnk ) is uni-
formly bounded from above by the maximal length L of a boundary component of
C(Γnk ). Moreover, there is a lower bound ε0 > 0 such that d(x,γnk (x)) ≥ ε0, because the
Γnk converge to a discrete group Γ and γnk , e for all k. It follows from elmentary hyper-
bolic geometry that d(x,ax(γnk )) ≤ D and d(x,γnk (x)) ≥ ε0 implies `(γnk ) ≥ ε

′
0 for some

ε′0 > 0. The subset

C = {g ∈ PSL2(R) |g is hyperbolic, ε′0 ≤ `(g) ≤ L,ax(g)∩Bx(D) , ∅} ⊆ G

is compact, such that γnk → γ ∈ Γ up to a subsequence.
Let c ∈ π1(Σ) such that ρ(c) = γ . Because γnk → γ and ρnk (c) → γ as k → ∞, we

have that γnk = ρnk (c) by Lemma 2.8.6. Hence, γ = ρ(c) is a boundary element. Since
x ∈H(γnk ) and γnk → γ , it follows that x ∈H(γ) contradicting x ∈ int(C̃(Γ )). �

Lemma 3.1.3. Let (Γn)n∈N ⊆ D(Σ) be a sequence converging to Γ ∈ D(Σ). Then

1Do(Γn)(x)→ 1Do(Γ )(x) (n→∞)

for every x ∈H2 \∂Do(Γ ).

Proof. Let x ∈ int(Do(Γ )). Then d(x,o) < d(x,γo) for every γ ∈ Γ \ {e}. We want to show
that x ∈ Do(Γn) for large n. Assume to the contrary that there is a subsequence (nk)k∈N
such that x < Do(Γnk ), i.e. there are γnk ∈ Γnk \ {e} such that d(x,o) > d(x,γnko) for every
k ∈N. Up to passing to a subsequence we may assume that γnk → γ ∈ Γ , and γ , e by
Lemma 2.8.6. But

d(x,o) ≥ lim
k→∞

d(x,γnko) = d(x,γo)

contradicting x ∈ int(Do(Γ )).
Let x ∈H2 \Do(Γ ). Then there is γ ∈ Γ \ {e} such that d(x,o) > d(x,γo). We want to

show that x ∈H2 \Do(Γn) for large n. Let γn ∈ Γn such that γn→ γ , e as n→∞. Then
γn , e and d(x,γno) < d(x,o), such that x <Do(Γn) for large n. �

We give a characterization of peripheral curves, now.

Lemma 3.1.4. Let µ = {γ1, . . . ,γr} ⊆ Σ be a filling collection of essential simple closed curves
such that

(i) γi ,γj are in minimal position for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , r},
(ii) the curves in µ are pairwise non-isotopic, and
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(iii) for distinct triples i, j,k ∈ {1, . . . , r} at least one of the intersections γi∩γj ,γj∩γk ,γi∩
γk is empty.

Let α ⊆ Σ be a homotopically non-trivial closed curve. Then

α is peripheral ⇐⇒ i(α,γi) = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , r.

Proof. Suppose α ⊆ Σ is peripheral. Then α is homotopic to one of the punctures of Σ.
Since µ fills Σ there is a punctured disk D

× ⊆ Σ\µ surrounding this puncture. Thus we
may homotope α into D

× such that i(α,γi) = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , r.
If i(α,γi) = 0 for every i = 1, . . . , r, then there are isotopies moving γi to γ̃i such that

γ̃i ∩α = ∅. Because our system satisfies the hypotheses (i)-(iii), there is an isotopy of Σ
moving

⋃r
i=1γi to

⋃r
i=1 γ̃i ; see [FM12, Lemma 2.9]. The collection µ̃ = {γ̃1, . . . , γ̃r} is still

filling and α is a homotopically non-trivial closed curve in Σ \ µ̃. Thus α is contained
in a punctured disk D

× ⊆ Σ \ µ. Therefore, α is homotopic to a puncture, i.e. α is
peripheral. �

Using the previous lemma we will prove next that there is a lower bound for the
lengths of essential curves with respect to a convergent sequence of representations:

Lemma 3.1.5. Let (ρn)n∈N ⊆ R∗(Σ) be a sequence converging to ρ ∈ R∗(Σ). Then there is
ε > 0 such that

`(ρn(α)) < ε =⇒ α is peripheral

for every α ∈ π1(Σ) and all n ∈N.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there is a subsequence (nk)k∈N ⊆N and non-peri-
pheral elements αnk ∈ π1(Σ) such that `(ρnk (αnk ))→ 0 as k→∞. Choose a collection of
curves µ = {γ1, . . . ,γr} ⊆ π1(Σ) as in Lemma 3.1.4. Then there is jk ∈ {1, . . . , r} for every
k ∈N such that i(γjk ,αnk ) , 0. Up to passing to another subsequence we may assume
that γjk = γ̂ ∈ µ is constant. But then by the Collar Lemma 2.2.10

`(ρnk (γ̂))→∞ (k→∞).

This contradicts the fact that `(ρnk (γ̂))→ `(ρ(γ̂)) as k→∞. �

The following lemma shows how to obtain an upper bound on the diameter of a
connected subset C of a hyperbolic surface given a lower bound ε for the injectivity
radius and an upper bound for the volume of the ε-neighborhood of C.

Lemma 3.1.6. Let X be a hyperbolic surface and let ε > 0. Further, let C ⊆ X be a path-
connected Borel set, and suppose that injX(x) ≥ ε for every x ∈ C. Then

diamX(C) ≤ 4ε ·
(

volX(Nε(C))
vol

H
2(Bo(ε))

+ 1
)
,
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where Nε(C) = {x ∈ X |dX(x,C) < ε} is the open ε-neighborhood of C in X and o ∈H2.

Proof. Note that for every x ∈ C the ball Bx(ε) ⊆ Nε(C) is embedded and has the same
measure as a ball of radius ε in the hyperbolic plane.

Let us now consider

S = {Y ⊆ C : d(y1, y2) ≥ 2ε ∀y1, y2 ∈ Y ,y1 , y2}.

By Zorn’s Lemma we may choose a maximal element Y0 ∈ S with respect to inclusion ⊆.
We claim that the collection of balls {By(2ε) : y ∈ Y0} covers C. Indeed, if there is y′ ∈ C,
which is not in any {By(2ε)}y∈Yo , it has distance greater or equal than 2ε from any point
y ∈ Y0. But then {y′} ∪Y0 ∈ S, which contradicts the maximality of Y0.

On the other hand the balls of radius ε centered at y ∈ Y0 are disjoint by definition
of S whence ⊔

y∈Y0

By(ε) ⊆Nε(C),

such that
volX(Nε(C)) ≥

∑
y∈Y0

volX(By(ε)) = #Y0 · vol
H

2(Bo(ε)).

It follows that

#Y0 ≤
volX(Nε(C))
vol

H
2(Bo(ε))

.

Let x,y ∈ C, and let c : [0,1] −→ C be a path from x to y. Then c is covered by
{By(2ε)}y∈Y0

and we may shorten c to a path c′, that intersects any ball By(2ε), y ∈ Y0,
at most once. Covering c′ by {By(2ε)}y∈Y0

we obtain a sequence of pairwise distinct
y1, . . . , ym ∈ Y0, such that x ∈ By1

(2ε), Byi (2ε)∩Byi+1
(2ε) , ∅ and y ∈ Bym(2ε). Thus,

d(x,y) ≤ d(x,y1) +
m∑
i=1

d(yi , yi+1) + d(ym, y) ≤ 2ε+ 4ε ·#Y0 + 2ε ≤ 4ε ·
(

volX(Nε(C))
vol

H
2(Bo(ε))

+ 1
)
.

Because x,y ∈ C were arbitrary, this proves the assertion. �

Using the previous lemmas we obtain an upper bound on the diameter of the thick
part of the convex core, as follows.

Lemma 3.1.7. Let (Γn)n∈N ⊆ D(Σ) be a sequence converging to Γ ∈ D(Σ). Then there is ε > 0
such that for every 0 < ε′ < ε the ε′-thick part of the convex core

C(Γn)≥ε′ B C(Γn)∩ (Γn\H2)≥ε′ = {x ∈ C(Γn) | injΓn\H2(x) ≥ ε′}

is path-connected for every n ∈N.
In particular, for every 0 < ε′ < ε there is R = R(ε′) > 0 such that

diamΓn\H2(C(Γn)≥ε′ ) ≤ R
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for every n ∈N.

Proof. We may choose ρn → ρ ∈ R∗(Σ) such that imρn = Γn and imρ = Γ . Let ε > 0 be
as in Lemma 3.1.5. Without loss of generality we may assume that ε is smaller than
the Margulis constant. Let 0 < ε′ < ε, let n ∈ N, and let T ⊆ (Γn\H2)<ε′ be a tube
component of the ε′-thin part. Let αn ∈ π1(Σ) such that ρn(αn) ∈ Γn corresponds to the
waist geodesic of T . Then `(ρn(αn)) < ε′ < ε such that αn is peripheral. Therefore, all
tube components of the ε′-thin part are peripheral and C(Γn)≥ε′ is path-connected.

We want to apply Lemma 3.1.6 to C(Γn)≥ε′ . Note that Nε′ (C(Γn)≥ε′ ) ⊆ Nε(C(Γn)). Fur-
ther, Nε(C(Γn)) \ C(Γn) consists of half-collars of width ε about the boundary curves
of C(Γn). Since the lengths of the boundary curves converge there is a uniform bound
V > 0 such that volΓn\H2(Nε(C(Γn))\C(Γn)) ≤ V for all n ∈N. Recall that volΓn\H2(C(Γn)) =
2π |χ(Σ)|, such that

volΓn\H2(Nε′ (C(Γn)≥ε′ )) ≤ volΓn\H2(C(Γn)) + volΓn\H2(Nε(C(Γn)) \C(Γn))

≤ 2π |χ(Σ)|+V .

Setting

R(ε′)B 4ε′ ·
(

2π |χ(Σ)|+V
vol

H
2(Bo(ε′))

+ 1
)

the assertion follows from Lemma 3.1.6. �

Finally, we will need to know the area of the residual thin parts.

Lemma 3.1.8.

(i) Let δ > 0 and let γ ∈ G = Isom+(H2) be defined by γ(z) = z + 1 for every z ∈ H2.
Consider the fundamental domain for the corresponding cusp region

Cδ := {z = x+ iy ∈H2 |0 ≤ x ≤ 1,d(z,γ(z)) ≤ δ},

that consists of all the points that are moved less than δ by γ .
Then

vol
H

2(Cδ) = 2sinh(δ/2).

(ii) Let δ > δ0 > 0 and γ ∈ G = Isom+(H2) be defined by γ(z) = eδ0z for every z ∈H2.
Consider the fundamental domain for the corresponding funnel

Fδ := {z = x+ iy ∈H2 |x ≥ 0,1 ≤ |z| ≤ eδ0 ,d(z,γ(z)) ≤ δ}

to the right of the axis axγ = iR, that consists of all the points that are moved less
than δ by γ .

Then
vol

H
2(Fδ) ≤ 2sinh(δ/2).
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Proof. Recall the following formulas from hyperbolic geometry:

sinh(d(z,w)/2) =
|z −w|

2
√

Im(z) Im(w)

for every z,w ∈H2, and

vol
H

2(A) =
∫
A

1
y2 dxdy

for every Borel set A ⊆ H
2; see [Bea83, Theorem 7.2.1 (iii)] and [Bus10, (1.1.1), p. 2],

respectively.

(i) We compute that z = x+ iy ∈ Cδ if and only if

sinh(δ/2) ≥ sinh(d(z,z+ 1)/2) =
1

2y
⇐⇒ y ≥ 1

2sinh(δ/2)
=: yδ.

Hence,

vol
H

2(Cδ) =
∫ 1

0

∫ ∞
yδ

1
y2 dy dx =

1
yδ

= 2sinh(δ/2).

(ii) For z = reiα ∈H2, r > 0,α ∈ (0,π), we have that d(z,γ(z)) ≤ δ if and only if

sinh(δ/2) ≥ sinh(d(z,eδ0z)/2) =

∣∣∣reiα − reδ0eiα
∣∣∣

2
√
r sin(α) · reδ0 sin(α)

=
1

sin(α)
eδ0 − 1
2eδ0/2

=
sinh(δ0/2)

sin(α)

⇐⇒ sin(α) ≥ sinh(δ0/2)
sinh(δ/2)

.

There is a unique αδ ∈ (0,π/2) such that sin(αδ) = sinh(δ0/2)
sinh(δ/2) .

Using polar coordinates we obtain

vol
H

2(Fδ) =
∫
Fδ

1
y2 dxdy =

∫ π/2

αδ

∫ eδ0

1

r

r2 sin2ϕ
dr dϕ

= δ0 ·
∫ π/2

αδ

1

sin2ϕ
dϕ = δ0 · [cotϕ]π/2ϕ=αδ

= δ0 · cot(αδ) = δ0 ·
cos(αδ)
sin(αδ)

≤ δ0

sin(αδ)

=
δ0

sinh(δ0/2)
sinh(δ/2) ≤ 2sinh(δ/2),

where we used in the last inequality that x ≤ sinh(x) for all x ≥ 0.

�

We are ready to prove Lemma 3.1.1 now.
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Proof of Lemma 3.1.1. Let Γ ∈ D(Σ) and let (Γn)n∈N ⊆ D(Σ) be a sequence converging to
Γ . By definition D̂o(Γ ) = C̃(Γ )∩Do(Γ ) such that

1D̂o(Γ ) = 1C̃(Γ ) ·1Do(Γ ).

By Lemma 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.1.3 we have that

1C̃(Γn)(x) ·1Do(Γn)(x)→ 1C̃(Γ )(x) ·1Do(Γ )(x) (n→∞)

for every x ∈H2 \ (∂C̃(Γ )∪∂Do(Γ )). Note that ∂C̃(Γ )∪∂Do(Γ ) has measure zero.
Let ε > 0 be as in Lemma 3.1.7 and let 0 < ε′ < ε. Then there is R = R(ε′) > 0 such

that πn(Bo(R)) contains C(Γn)≥ε′ for every n ∈ N, where πn : H2 −→ Γn\H2 is the quo-
tient map. The complement C(Γn) \πn(Bo(R)) =

⊔l
k=1Wk is a disjoint union of subsets

W1, . . . ,Wl of peripheral cusp or tube components of the ε′-thin part. If Σ has genus g
and p punctures there are at most l ≤ p such components. By Lemma 3.1.8 we have that

volΓn\H2(Wk) ≤ 2sinh(ε′/2)

for every k = 1, . . . , l, such that

volΓn\H2(C(Γn) \πn(Bo(R))) ≤ 2p sinh(ε′/2)→ 0 (ε′→ 0).

Hence,
vol

H
2(D̂o(Γn) \Bo(R)) ≤ 2p sinh(ε′/2)→ 0 (ε′→ 0).

Let ε′′ > 0 be arbitrary, and choose ε′ > 0 and R = R(ε′) > 0 above, so that

vol
H

2(D̂o(Γn) \Bo(R)) ≤ ε
′′

3
and vol

H
2(D̂o(Γ ) \Bo(R)) ≤ ε

′′

3
.

Then we compute that∫
H

2

∣∣∣∣1D̂o(Γn)(x)−1D̂o(Γ )(x)
∣∣∣∣ d vol

H
2(x)

≤
∫
H

2

∣∣∣∣1D̂o(Γn)(x)−1D̂o(Γn)∩Bo(R)(x)
∣∣∣∣ d vol

H
2(x)

+
∫
H

2

∣∣∣∣1D̂o(Γn)∩Bo(R)(x)−1D̂o(Γ )∩Bo(R)(x)
∣∣∣∣ d vol

H
2(x)

+
∫
H

2

∣∣∣∣1D̂o(Γ )∩Bo(R)(x)−1D̂o(Γ )(x)
∣∣∣∣ d vol

H
2(x)

≤ 2
3
ε′′ +

∫
H

2
1Bo(R)(x) ·

∣∣∣∣1D̂o(Γn)(x)−1D̂o(Γ )(x)
∣∣∣∣ d vol

H
2(x).

Observe that the function 1Bo(R)(x)·
∣∣∣∣1D̂o(Γn)(x)−1D̂o(Γ )(x)

∣∣∣∣ converges pointwise almost ev-

erywhere to 0 and is dominated by the L1-function 1Bo(R)(x). Hence, by the Dominated
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Convergence Theorem we conclude that∫
H

2

∣∣∣∣1D̂o(Γn)(x)−1D̂o(Γ )(x)
∣∣∣∣ d vol

H
2(x) < ε′′

for large n.
Because ε′′ > 0 was arbitrary, the asserted convergence in L1(H2) follows. �

4. The IRS Compactification of Moduli Space

We proved in section 3 that truncated Dirichlet domains depend continuously on the
group (Lemma 3.1.1) and we will apply this result to study Gelander’s IRS compactifi-
cation in the following.

In section 4.1 we will show that Gelander’s IRS compactification is a compactification
in the topological sense. We will then prove our main result (Theorem 4.2.2) relating
the IRS compactification to the augmented moduli space in section 4.2.

4.1. Embedding the Moduli Space. In section 1 we have explained how Gelander de-
fined the IRS compactification of the moduli spaceM(Σ). Let us briefly recall his con-
struction.

To any lattice Γ ≤ G we can associate an IRS µΓ ∈ IRS(G) in the following way. Let νΓ
denote the (unique) right-invariant Borel probability measure on Γ \G. Then the orbit
map G −→ Sub(G), g 7−→ g−1Γ g descends to the map

ϕΓ : Γ \G −→ Sub(G),

Γ g 7−→ g−1Γ g.

We obtain µΓ = (ϕΓ )∗(νΓ ) ∈ IRS(G) as the push-forward measure of νΓ along ϕΓ .
By Proposition 2.9.4 there is a one-to-one correspondence between conjugacy classes

of lattices in [Γ ] ∈ G\L(Σ) and hyperbolic surfaces X = Γ \H2 ∈M(Σ). Thus, we can use
the above construction of an IRS to obtain a map from the moduli spaceM(Σ) to the
space of IRSs of G = PSL(2,R)

ι : M(Σ) 7−→ IRS(G), [Γ ] 7−→ µΓ .

For this map to be well-defined the IRS µΓ must only depend on the conjugacy class
[Γ ] ∈ G\L(Σ). We will see this in Lemma 4.1.3. Making use of the identificationM(Σ) �
G\L(Σ) we will also use the notation µX = µΓ for a hyperbolic surfaceX = Γ \H2 ∈M(Σ).

Gelander defined the IRS compactification of the moduli space as follows.

Definition 4.1.1 ([Gel15, Section 3.1]). The IRS compactificationMIRS
(Σ) of the moduli

spaceM(Σ) is defined as the closure

MIRS
(Σ)B ι(M(Σ)) ⊆ IRS(G).
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ThatMIRS
(Σ) is indeed compact, follows from the following well-known lemma.

Lemma 4.1.2 ([Abé+17, Section 2]). The space of invariant random subgroups IRS(G) of a
locally compact Hausdorff group G is compact.

We include the short proof for completeness.

Proof. Since Sub(G) is compact, so is Prob(Sub(G)) by Banach–Alaoglu’s Theorem. The
space of invariant random subgroups is a closed subspace

Prob(Sub(G))G =
⋂
g∈G
{µ ∈ Prob(Sub(G)) |g∗µ = µ}.

�

Before proving that ι : M(Σ) −→ IRS(G) is a topological embedding let us see that ι is
well-defined and injective. This will follow from Lemma 4.1.3 and Lemma 4.1.4.

Lemma 4.1.3. Let Γ ≤ G be a lattice and denote by N (Γ ) ≤ G its normalizer. Then:

(i) The map ϕΓ : Γ \G −→ G ∗ Γ is G-equivariant and descends to a G-equivariant home-
omorphism

ϕN (Γ ) : N (Γ )\G −→ G ∗ Γ .

(ii) The measure µΓ ∈ IRS(G) is an ergodic IRS, which depends only on the conjugacy
class of Γ ≤ G.

(iii) The support of µΓ is the orbit closure of Γ in Sub(G): supp(µΓ ) = G ∗ Γ .

Proof. (i) The stabilizer of Γ for the conjugation action of G on Sub(G) is its nor-
malizer N (Γ ) by definition. Hence, the orbit map G −→ Sub(G), g 7−→ g−1Γ g

descends to a continuous bijection ϕN (Γ ) : N (Γ )\G −→ G ∗ Γ ⊆ Sub(G) by the Or-
bit Stabilizer Theorem. Notice that the orbit map is equivariant with respect
to the right-translation action on G and the conjugation action on Sub(G), such
that both ϕΓ : Γ \G −→ Sub(G) and ϕN (Γ ) : N (Γ )\G −→ Sub(G) are equivariant as
well. In order to show that this map is a homeomorphism, we will show that it
is proper.

To this end suppose that (g−1
n Γ gn)n∈N ⊆ G ∗ Γ converges to some Γ ′ ∈ G ∗ Γ .

Because Γ ′ is discrete there is an open identity neighborhood U ⊆ G such that
g−1
n Γ gn ∩U = {e} for all n ∈N by Lemma 2.8.6. In particular, there is an ε > 0

such that πΓ (gno) ∈ Γ \H2 is in the ε-thick part for some base point o ∈ H
2,

where we used the notation πΓ : H2 −→ Γ \H2 for the quotient map. Because
the ε-thick part (Γ \H2)≥ε is compact, there is a compact set K ⊆H

2 and γn ∈ Γ
such that γngno ∈ K . Thus there is a subsequence (γnkgnk )k∈N converging to
some g ∈ G and N (Γ )gnk = N (Γ )γnkgnk converges to N (Γ )g in N (Γ )\G. Because
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the convergent sequence (g−1
n Γ gn)n∈N ⊆ G ∗ Γ was arbitrary, we conclude that

ϕN (Γ ) is proper.
(ii) Because ϕΓ : Γ \G −→ Sub(G) is equivariant and νΓ is a G-invariant probability

measure on Γ \G, it follows that µΓ = (ϕΓ )∗(νΓ ) is G-invariant as well.
Regarding ergodicity, let f : Sub(G) −→ R be a conjugation invariant Borel

measurable function. Then f is constant on the oribt G ∗ Γ . By definition G ∗ Γ ⊆
Sub(G) is a subset of full measure on which f is constant. Hence, µΓ is ergodic.

We will show that µΓ depends only on the conjugacy class of Γ ≤ G now. Let
Γ ′ = hΓ h−1 be a conjugate of Γ , h ∈ G. Then left multiplication by h induces a
G-equivariant homeomorphism

ĥ : Γ \G −→ Γ ′\G, Γ g 7−→ Γ ′hg,

which makes the following diagram commute:

Γ \G

Sub(G)

Γ ′\G

ϕΓ

ĥ

ϕΓ ′

Moreover, ĥ is G-equivariant such that ĥ∗νΓ is another G-invariant probability
measure and by uniqueness ĥ∗νΓ = νΓ ′ . Thus (ϕΓ )∗νΓ = µΓ = (ϕΓ ′ )∗νΓ ′ , whence µΓ
depends only on the conjugacy class of Γ .

(iii) Note that G ∗ Γ = ϕΓ (Γ \G) by definition. Further, recall that H ∈ Sub(G) is in the
support supp(µΓ ) if and only if every open neighborhood U ⊆ Sub(G) of H has
positive mass µΓ (U ) > 0.

Let H < supp(µΓ ). We want to show that H < ϕΓ (Γ \G), i.e. there is an open
neighborhoodU ⊆ Sub(G) ofH such thatU∩ϕΓ (Γ \G) = ∅. BecauseH < supp(µΓ )
there is an open neighborhood U ⊆ Sub(G) such that µΓ (U ) = 0. Then V =
ϕ−1
Γ

(U ) ⊆ Γ \G is an open subset such that

νΓ (V ) = νΓ (ϕ−1
Γ (U )) = µΓ (U ) = 0.

Because νΓ has full support on Γ \G the set V must be empty. Therefore, U ∩
ϕΓ (Γ \G) = ∅.

Vice versa, let H ∈ supp(µΓ ), and let U ⊆ Sub(G) be an open neighborhood of
H . Then

0 < µΓ (U ) = νΓ (ϕ−1
Γ (U )).
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Hence, V = ϕ−1
Γ

(U ) , ∅ ⊆ Γ \G is a non-empty open subset, and U ∩ϕΓ (Γ \G) ,
∅. Because U was an arbitrary open neighborhood of H , it follows that H ∈
ϕΓ (Γ \G) = G ∗ Γ .

�

Lemma 4.1.4. Let [Γ1], . . . , [Γm] be pairwise distinct conjugacy classes of lattices in G. Then
the associated invariant random subgroups µΓ1 , . . . ,µΓm ∈ IRS(G) ⊆ C(Sub(G))∗ are linearly
independent.

Proof. Let λ1, . . . ,λm ∈R such that

0 =
m∑
j=1

λj ·µΓj .

For all i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i , j, there is an open neighborhood Ui,j ⊆ Sub(G) of Γi such that
Ui,j∩G∗Γj = ∅. Indeed, otherwise there would be i , j and a sequence (gn)n∈N ⊆ G such
that gnΓjg−1

n → Γi as n→∞. Because Γi is not abelian this implies that Γi is a conjugate
of Γj by Lemma 2.9.5; contradiction.

We set

Ui =
m⋂
j=1
j,i

Ui,j ,

such that Ui is an open neighborhood of Γi satisfying

∅ =Ui ∩G ∗ Γj =Ui ∩ supp(µΓj )

for every j , i. Then

0 =

 m∑
j=1

λj ·µΓj

 (Ui) = λi ·µΓi (Ui)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0

such that λi = 0 for every i = 1, . . . ,m. �

From Lemma 4.1.3 (ii) it follows that ι is well-defined and Lemma 4.1.4 implies that
ι is injective. Our next goal is to show that it is a topological embedding:

Proposition 4.1.5. The map ι : M(Σ) −→ IRS(G) is a topological embedding.

Remark 4.1.6. In the case where Σ is compact it is proved in [GL18b, Proposition 11.2]
that the map ι is continuous.

Before we attempt a proof let us understand the measure µΓ ∈ IRS(G), Γ ∈ L(Σ), in
terms of a Haar measure ν on G. For any continuous function F ∈ C(Sub(G)) we have
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that ∫
Sub(G)

F(H)dµΓ (H) =
∫
Γ \G

F(g−1Γ g)dνΓ (gΓ )

= ν(D)−1
∫
G
1D(g) ·F(g−1Γ g)dν(g),(?)

where D ⊆ G is a fundamental domain for the action Γ y G.
We shall choose a conveniently normalized Haar measure ν on G now. Recall that

G = Isom+(H2) � PSL(2,R). The map p : G −→H
2, g 7−→ g · i is surjective and induces

an identification G/K � H
2, where K = stabG(i) � SO(2,R). Thus the hyperbolic area

measure vol
H

2 on H
2 amounts via this identification to a G-invariant measure on G/K ,

which we shall denote by v. Further, we choose a normalized Haar measure η on K

such that η(K) = 1. By Weil’s quotient formula we obtain a Haar measure ν on G such
that ∫

G
f (g)dν(g) =

∫
G/K

∫
K
f (gk)dη(k)dv(gK)

for every f ∈ L1(G,ν). With this choice we have that ν(p−1(B)) = v(B) for every measur-
able subset B ⊆H

2.
Moreover, we have the following:

Lemma 4.1.7. The map

p∗ : L1(G/K,v) −→ L1(G,ν),

f 7−→ f ◦ p,

is a linear isometry. In particular, p∗ is continuous.

Proof. Let f ∈ L1(G/K,v). By Weil’s quotient formula we get that

‖f ◦ p‖L1(G) =
∫
G
|f (p(g))| dν(g)

=
∫
G/K

∫
K
|f (p(gk))| dη(k)dv(gK)

=
∫
G/K

∫
K
|f (gK)| dη(k)dv(gK)

=
∫
G/K

η(K) · |f (gK)| dv(gK)

=
∫
G/K
|f (gK)| dv(gK) = ‖f ‖L1(G/K) .

�
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In view of (?) we will need a fundamental domain for the action Γ y G. Given a
point o ∈H2 we have already introduced the Dirichlet domainDo(Γ ) ⊆H

2 for the action
Γ yH

2 in section 3. We can use the Dirichlet domain to obtain a fundamental domain
for the action Γ y G. Indeed, it is straight-forward to check that Fo(Γ ) B p−1(Do(Γ )) is
a fundamental domain for Γ y G. Likewise, we may define

F̂o(Γ )B p−1(D̂o(Γ ))

as the preimage of the truncated Dirichlet domain D̂o(Γ ) ⊆H
2.

Recall that the truncated Dirichlet domain D̂o(Γ ) is a fundamental domain for Γ y

C̃(Γ ). The quotient C(Γ ) = Γ \C̃(Γ ) is the convex core of Γ \H2, which one obtains from
Γ \H2 by cutting off its funnels at their waist geodesics. Furthermore, vol

H
2(D̂o(Γ )) =

2π
∣∣∣χ(Γ \H2)

∣∣∣ such that we have

ν(F̂o(Γ )) = 2π
∣∣∣χ(Γ \H2)

∣∣∣
by our choice of Haar measure.

In Lemma 3.1.1 we showed that the indicator function of the truncated Dirichlet
domain 1D̂o(Γ ) ∈ L

1(H2) depends continuously on Γ ∈ D(Σ). Applying Lemma 4.1.7 we
obtain the following important corollary.

Corollary 4.1.8. Let o ∈H2. The map

D(Σ) −→ L1(G), Γ 7−→ 1F̂o(Γ )

is continuous, where 1F̂o(Γ ) = 1D̂o(Γ ) ◦ p denotes the indicator function of F̂o(Γ ) ⊆ G.

Corollary 4.1.8 will play an essential role in our proofs of Proposition 4.1.5 and The-
orem 4.2.2.

Finally, we record the following consequence of the Dominated Convergence Theo-
rem for future reference.

Lemma 4.1.9. Let (X,µ) be a measure space, let (fn)n∈N ⊆ L1(X,µ) and let (gn)n∈N ⊆
L∞(X,µ). Assume that there is f ∈ L1(X,µ) such that

‖fn − f ‖L1 → 0 (n→∞),

and that there is C > 0 and g ∈ L∞(X,µ) such that ‖gn‖L∞ ≤ C, for every n ∈N, and

gn(x)→ g(x) (n→∞)

for µ-almost-every x ∈ X.
Then

‖fn · gn − f · g‖L1 → 0 (n→∞).
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Proof. We compute

‖fn · gn − f · g‖L1 ≤ ‖fn · gn − f · gn‖L1 + ‖f · gn − f · g‖L1

≤ C · ‖fn − f ‖L1 +
∫
X
|f (x)| · |gn(x)− g(x)| dµ(x).

Note that
|f (x)| · |gn(x)− g(x)| → 0 (n→∞)

for µ-almost-every x ∈ X and the functions |f (x)| · |gn(x)− g(x)| are µ-almost-everywhere
dominated by the integrable function 2C |f (x)|. By the Dominated Convergence Theo-
rem we conclude that∫

X
|f (x)| · |gn(x)− g(x)| dµ(x)→ 0 (n→∞),

which in turn implies ‖fn · gn − f · g‖L1 → 0 as n→∞. �

After these preparations we are ready to prove Proposition 4.1.5.

Proof of Proposition 4.1.5. We want to show that ι : G\L(Σ) −→ IRS(G) is a topological
embedding.

First, let us prove that ι is continuous. Let ([Γn])n∈N ⊆ G\L(Σ) be a convergent se-
quence with limit [Γ ] ∈ G\L(Σ). Up to taking conjugates we may assume that Γn → Γ

in L(Σ). Let o ∈H2 and we consider the fundamental domains Fo(Γn) = p−1(Do(Γn)) for
Γn y G. Since Γn is a lattice, we have that C̃(Γn) = H

2 and D̂o(Γn) =Do(Γn).
Let f ∈ C(Sub(G)). Then∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Sub(G)
f (H)dµΓn(H)−

∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµΓ (H)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣ν(Fo(Γn))−1 ·
∫
G
1Fo(Γn)(g) · f (g−1Γng)dν(g)− ν(Fo(Γ ))−1 ·

∫
G
1Fo(Γ )(g) · f (g−1Γ g)dν(g)

∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1

2π |χ(Σ)|
·
∥∥∥1Fo(Γn) · f̄n −1Fo(Γ ) · f̄

∥∥∥
L1 ,

where we set f̄n(g) B f (g−1Γng), f̄ (g) B f (g−1Γ g) for every g ∈ G. Note that f is uni-
formly bounded because Sub(G) is compact, so that (f̄n)n∈N are uniformly bounded,
too. Moreover,

f̄n(g) = f (g−1Γng)→ f̄ (g) = f (g−1Γ g) (n→∞)

for every g ∈ G by continuity. By Corollary 4.1.8 we know that

‖1Fo(Γn) −1Fo(Γ )‖L1(G,ν)→ 0 (n→∞).
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Thus we may apply Lemma 4.1.9 and conclude that∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµΓn(H)→
∫

Sub(G)
f (H)dµΓ (H) (n→∞).

This shows that ι is continuous.
Finally, let (Γn)n∈N ⊆ L(Σ) and let Γ ∈ L(Σ), such that µΓn → µΓ as n→∞. We want

to show that [Γn]→ [Γ ] as n→∞. Let U ⊆ Sub(G) be an open neighborhood of Γ , and
let V ⊆ U be a compact neighborhood of Γ . By Urysohn’s Lemma we find a continuous
function f : Sub(G) −→ [0,1] such that f |V ≡ 1 and f |U c ≡ 0. Because µΓn → µΓ we have
that ∫

Sub(G)
f (H)dµΓn(H)→

∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµΓ (H) (n→∞).

Because ∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµΓ (H) ≥
∫
V
f (H)dµΓ (H) = µΓ (V ) > 0,

also

νΓn(ϕ
−1
Γn

(U )) = µΓn(U ) ≥
∫

Sub(G)
f (H)dµΓn(H) > 0

for large n ∈N. Therefore, ϕ−1
Γn

(U ) ⊆ Γ \G is a non-empty open subset, whence there are
gn ∈ G such that ϕΓn(Γngn) = g−1

n Γngn ∈ U . Because U was an arbitrary open neighbor-
hood of Γ it follows that [Γn]→ [Γ ] as n→∞.

This shows that ι : G\L(Σ) ↪→ IRS(G) is a topological embedding. �

4.2. The Augmented Moduli Space and the IRS Compactification. In the previous
section we have seen how the moduli space can be embedded in the space of invari-
ant random subgroups ι : M(Σ) ↪→ IRS(G). This gave rise to the IRS compactification
MIRS

(Σ) = ι(M(Σ)). In [Gel15] Gelander proposed the problem to analyze the IRS com-
pactification further; see Problem 1.1.3. This is the goal of this section.

Our strategy is to relate the IRS compactificationMIRS
(Σ) to the augmented moduli

space. In fact, we shall construct an extension Φ̂ : M̂(Σ) −→MIRS
(Σ) of the topological

embedding ι : M(Σ) ↪→MIRS
(Σ) ⊆ IRS(G) :

M̂(Σ)

M(Σ)

MIRS
(Σ)

Φ̂

ι

Instead of defining the map Φ̂ directly on the augmented moduli space M̂(Σ) we will
first define a map on the augmented Teichmüller space Φ̃ : T̂ (Σ) −→ IRS(G).
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Definition 4.2.1. We define Φ̃ : T̂ (Σ) −→ IRS(G) by

Φ̃(([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ )) :=
∑

Σ′∈c(σ )

χ(Σ′)
χ(Σ)

·µimρΣ′

for every ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ ) ∈ Tσ (Σ) ⊆ T̂ (Σ),σ ⊆ C(Σ).

Observe that Φ̃ is well-defined. Indeed, Φ̃(([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ )) is a convex combination
of IRSs, since χ(Σ) =

∑
Σ′∈c(σ )χ(Σ′) < 0. Here the coefficient χ(Σ′)/χ(Σ) should be in-

terpreted as the proportion of the area that the component Σ′ takes up in the whole
surface Σ. This makes sense, because the area of a hyperbolic surface X ∈ M(Σ) is a
topological invariant vol(X) = 2π |χ(Σ)| by the Gauss–Bonnet Theorem.

Moreover, notice that Φ̃(([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ )) depends only on the conjugacy classes [imρΣ′ ] ∈
M(Σ′) and how often any one of them arises. Both the marking and even the gluing of
the different parts do not affect the image. Hence, Φ̃ : T̂ (Σ) −→ IRS(G) descends to a
map Φ̂ : M̂(Σ) −→ IRS(G), that descends further down to a map Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→ IRS(G)
from the moduli space of parts |M̂|(Σ) to IRS(G).

M̂(Σ)

|M̂|(Σ) IRS(G)

Q Φ̂

Φ

Concretely, the map Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→ IRS(G) takes the form

Φ(ξ) =
∑

X∈
⊔
Σ′M(Σ′)

χ(X)
χ(Σ)

· ξ(X) ·µX

for every ξ ∈ |M̂|(Σ). Recall that elements of |M̂|(Σ) are functions ξ :
⊔
Σ′M(Σ′) −→N0,

which take non-zero values only for a finite number of hyperbolic surfaces. For a nodal
surface X ∈ M̂(Σ) the corresponding ξ =Q(X) ∈ |M̂|(Σ) simply records how many times
any one hyperbolic surface arises as a part of X; see section 2.5.

It turns out, that Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→ IRS(G) induces a homeomorphism |M̂|(Σ) �MIRS
(Σ).

More precisely, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2.2. The map Φ̃ : T̂ (Σ) −→ IRS(G) is continuous and descends to a continuous
surjection Φ̂ : M̂(Σ) −→MIRS

(Σ) that extends the embedding ι : M(Σ) −→MIRS
(Σ). More-

over, Φ̂ induces a homeomorphism Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→MIRS
(Σ).

There is a uniform upper bound on the number of elements in each fiber of Φ̂ ,

#Φ̂−1(µ) ≤ B(Σ)B
(
3 |χ|
p

)
·

(2(|χ|+ g − 1))!

(|χ|+ g − 1)! · 2(|χ|+g−1)
∀µ ∈MIRS

(Σ),
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where χ = χ(Σ), g = g(Σ), and p = p(Σ) denote the Euler characteristic, the genus, and the
number of punctures of Σ, respectively.

Remark 4.2.3. Observe that the upper bound B(Σ) depends only on the topology of the
surface Σ.

The main difficulty in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 is to show that the map Φ̃ is contin-
uous. As in the proof of continuity of the embedding ι : M(Σ) −→ IRS(G) in Proposition
4.1.5 we will use the L1-convergence of fundamental domains (Corollary 4.1.8). How-
ever, this time we will have to deal with curves that may degenerate along a convergent
sequence in T̂ (Σ). We will overcome this issue by considering a fundamental domain
built from convergent truncated Dirichlet domains for each subsurface. The following
lemmas will help us to make this discussion precise.

Recall that for every component Σ′ ∈ c(σ ), σ ⊆ C(Σ), we obtain a monomorphism
ιΣ′ : π1(Σ′) ↪→ π1(Σ) induced by the inclusion Σ′ ⊆ Σ, which is well-defined up to con-
jugation; see Remark 2.4.2.

Lemma 4.2.4. Let ρ ∈ R(Σ), let σ ⊆ C(Σ) be a simplex in the curve complex, letΣ′ ∈ c(σ ) be a
component, and let ιΣ′ : π1(Σ′) ↪→ π1(Σ) be an inclusion monomorphism. Denote Γ = imρ,
Γ ′ = im(ρ ◦ ιΣ′ ) and let π : H2 −→ Γ \H2 be the quotient map. Let f : Σ −→ Γ \H2 be an
orientation preserving homeomorphism such that ρ is a holonomy representation of f , and
suppose that f (σ ) = τ is a collection of closed geodesics.

Then τ̃ B π−1(τ) ⊆H
2 is a collection of disjoint geodesics and C̃(Γ ′) ⊆H

2 is the closure
of a connected component of H2 \ τ̃ .

Proof. Let f̃ : Σ̃ � H
2 −→ H

2 be a lift of f : Σ −→ Γ \H2, that is ρ-equivariant. Let
Σ̃′ ⊆H

2 \ σ̃ be a connected component over Σ′ such that the inclusion Σ̃′ ↪→ Σ̃ �H
2 is

ιΣ′ -equivariant; see Proposition and Definition 2.4.4. We set X̃ ′ B f̃ (Σ̃′), and we want

to show that C̃(Γ ′) = X̃ ′. We will do so by showing that

∂X̃ ′ ⊆ L(Γ ′) ⊆ ∂X̃ ′ .

Note that X̃ ′ is Γ ′ = ρ(ιΣ′ (π1(Σ′)))-invariant. Therefore ∂X̃ ′ is a closed Γ ′-invariant
subset of ∂H2 that must contain the limit set L(Γ ′) because the limit set is the smallest
such subset.

Let ξ ∈ ∂X̃ ′. If ξ is fixed by a parabolic element η ∈ Γ ′ then

ξ = lim
n→∞

ηno ∈ L(Γ ′), o ∈H2.

Hence, let us assume that ξ is not fixed by any parabolic element in Γ ′. Let γ ⊆ X̃ ′ be a
geodesic from p̃ = γ(0) to ξ = γ(∞). Further, let {Pj}j∈N be a system of disjoint horoballs
centered at the fixed points {ξj}j∈N of parabolic elements in Γ ′, respectively. Then there
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is a sequence (tn)n∈N such that tn→∞ as n→∞ and γ(tn) <
⊔
j∈N Pj . Indeed, otherwise

there would be a T > 0 and j0 ∈N such that γ(t) ∈ Pj0 for all t ≥ T . This in turn would
imply that γ(∞) = ξj0 = ξ; contradicting our assumption.

Observe that Γ ′ acts coboundedly on X̃ ′ \
⊔
j∈N Pj . Therefore, there is r > 0, o ∈ X̃ ′ \⊔

j∈N Pj , and γn ∈ Γ ′, such that d(γ(tn),γn · o) ≤ r for all n ∈N. Hence,

ξ = lim
n→∞

γ(tn) = lim
n→∞

γn · o ∈ L(Γ ′).

�

Lemma 4.2.5. Let ρ ∈ R(Σ) and let σ ⊆ C(Σ) be a simplex in the curve complex. Further, let
ιΣ′ : π1(Σ′) ↪→ π1(Σ) be an inclusion monomorphism for every component Σ′ ∈ c(σ ). Denote
Γ = imρ and Γ (Σ′) = im(ρ◦ιΣ′ ) for everyΣ′ ∈ c(σ ). Let {p(Σ′) ∈H2 |Σ′ ∈ c(σ )} be a collection
of points. Then ⋃

Σ′∈c(σ )

D̂p(Σ′)(Γ (Σ′))

is a fundamental domain for the action of Γ on H
2, and D̂p(Σ′)(Γ (Σ′)) ∩ D̂p(Σ′′)(Γ (Σ′′)) has

measure zero for distinct Σ′ ,Σ′′ ∈ c(σ ).

Proof. For simplicity we enumerate {Σ′i : i = 1, . . . , l} = c(σ ) and set pi = p(Σ′i), Γ (Σ′i) = Γ ′i
for every i = 1, . . . , l. Further, denote by q : Σ̃ −→ Σ and π : H2 −→ Γ \H2 the usual uni-
versal coverings, and let f : Σ −→ Γ \H2 be an orientation preserving homeomorphism
such that ρ is a holonomy representation of f and τ B f (σ ) is a collection of closed
geodesics. Let f̃ : Σ̃ −→ H

2 be a ρ-equivariant lift of f to the universal cover. We set
σ̃ B q−1(σ ) and τ̃ B π−1(τ) = f̃ (σ̃ ). Let Σ̃′i ⊆ Σ̃ \ σ̃ be a connected component such

that the inclusion Σ̃′i ↪→ Σ̃ is ιΣ′i -equivariant. Because Σ̃ =
⋃l
i=1π1(Σ) · Σ̃′i , we have that

H
2 =

⋃l
i=1 Γ · f̃ (Σ̃′i). By Lemma 4.2.4 f̃ (Σ̃′i) = C̃(Γi) such that

H
2 =

l⋃
i=1

Γ · C̃(Γi).

Because D̂pi (Γ
′
i ) is a fundamental domain for the Γ ′i -action on C̃(Γ ′i ), it is readily verified

that
⋃l
i=1 D̂pi (Γ

′
i ) is a fundamental domain for the Γ -action on H

2.
Finally, D̂pi (Γ

′
i )∩ D̂pj (Γ

′
j ) ⊆ τ̃ for every i , j, which has measure zero. �

Lemma 4.2.6. Let (ρn)n∈N ⊆ R∗(Σ), let σ ⊆ C(Σ), let Σ′ ∈ c(σ ) be a component, let
ιΣ′ : π1(Σ′) ↪→ π1(Σ) be an inclusion monomorphism, and suppose that

ρn ◦ ιΣ′ → ρ′ ∈ R(Σ′) (n→∞).

Denote Γn B imρn, Γn(Σ′)B im(ρn ◦ ιΣ′ ) and Γ ′ B imρ′ ∈ L(Σ′).
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Then
Γn→ Γ ′ (n→∞).

Proof. We shall check conditions (C1) and (C2) from Proposition 2.8.3.

(C1) Let γ ′ = ρ(c) ∈ Γ ′ = imρ′ for some c ∈ π1(Σ′). Then ρn(ιΣ′ (c)) ∈ Γn(Σ′) ⊆ Γn con-
verges to γ ′ as n→∞.

(C2) Let (γnk )k∈N be a convergent sequence with limit g ∈ G and γnk ∈ Γnk . We need
to show that g ∈ Γ ′. By Proposition 2.9.2 we know that Γn(Σ′) = im(ρn ◦ ιΣ′ )→ Γ ′

as n→∞. Thus it will be sufficient to prove that γnk ∈ Γnk (Σ
′) for large k.

Assume to the contrary that (up to a subsequence) γnk = ρnk (αnk ) where αnk <
ιΣ′ (π(Σ′)) � π(Σ′). We denote by ∂Σ′ ⊆ σ the curves that are adjacent to Σ′ ⊆ Σ.
Let {ci : i ∈ N} ⊆ π1(Σ′) be the set of elements whose conjugacy classes corre-
spond to some curve in ∂Σ′. Then the axes of {ρnk (ci) : i ∈N} bound C̃(Γnk (Σ

′));
see Lemma 4.2.4.

Let w ∈ H
2 be a point such that w ∈ C̃(Γnk (Σ

′)) for large k ∈ N. Because
γnk < Γnk (Σ

′) it must send w ∈ C̃(Γnk (Σ
′)) to γnkw ∈H

2 \ C̃(Γnk (Σ
′)) in some com-

plementary region. Note that the geodesic segment from w to γnkw has to cross
at least one axis of the {ρnk (ci) : i ∈N}.

Because Γnk (Σ
′) converges to a lattice Γ ′ ≤ G the lengths of all boundary curves

`(ρnk (ci)) go to 0 as k →∞. Note that this convergence is uniform in i because
the length `(ρnk (ci)) depends only on the conjugacy class of ci and there are only
finitely many curves in ∂Σ′ ⊆ σ . By the Collar Lemma 2.2.10 it follows that

d(γnkw,w) ≥ `(γnk ) ≥ 2arcsinh

 1

sinh
(
`(ρnk (ci)/2

)→∞
as k→∞; in contradiction to γnk → g as k→∞.

�

After these preparations, we are ready to prove Theorem 4.2.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.2. Let us prove that Φ̃ is continuous. We will first prove this for a
sequence ([ρn])n∈N ⊆ T (Σ) converging to r = ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ ) ∈ Tσ (Σ) ⊆ T̂ (Σ),σ ⊆ C(Σ). By

definition of the topology of T̂ (Σ) we know that for every Σ′ ∈ c(σ ) we have [ρn ◦ ιΣ′ ]→
[ρΣ′ ] as n→∞, i.e. there are gn(Σ′) ∈ G such that

gn(Σ′)−1 · (ρn ◦ ιΣ′ ) · gn(Σ′)→ ρΣ′ (n→∞).

In particular,
gn(Σ′)−1 · Γn(Σ′) · gn(Σ′)→ Γ (Σ′) (n→∞),

where we set Γn(Σ′)B im(ρn ◦ ιΣ′ ), Γ (Σ′)B im(ρ ◦ ιΣ′ ).
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Let o ∈H2. By Lemma 4.2.5 the set

Dn :=
⋃

Σ′∈c(σ )

D̂gn(Σ′)o(Γn(Σ′))

is a fundamental domain for the action of Γn = imρn on H
2.

Let f ∈ C(Sub(G)). We have that∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµΓn(H) = ν(p−1(Dn))−1 ·
∫
G
1Dn(go) · f (g−1Γng)dν(g).

Observe that ν(p−1(Dn)) = vol
H

2(Dn) = 2π |χ(Σ)|. Further,∫
G
1Dn(go) · f (g−1Γng)dν(g) =

∑
Σ′∈c(σ )

∫
G
1D̂gn(Σ′ )o(Γn(Σ′))(go) · f (g−1Γng)dν(g).

Let Σ′ ∈ c(σ ). Then∫
G
1D̂gn(Σ′ )o(Γn(Σ′))(go) · f (g−1Γng)dν(g)

=
∫
G
1D̂gn(Σ′ )o(Γn(Σ′))(gn(Σ′)go) · f (g−1gn(Σ′)−1Γngn(Σ′)g)dν(g)

=
∫
G
1D̂o(gn(Σ′)−1Γn(Σ′)gn(Σ′))(go) · f (g−1gn(Σ′)−1Γngn(Σ′)g)dν(g)

=
∫
G
1F̂o(gn(Σ′)−1Γn(Σ′)gn(Σ′))(g) · f̄n,Σ′ (g)dν(g),

where we used the left-invariance of the Haar measure ν and the fact that

D̂o(gn(Σ′)−1Γn(Σ′)gn(Σ′)) = gn(Σ′)−1 · D̂gn(Σ′)o(Γn(Σ′)).

Moreover, we set

f̄n,Σ′ (g)B f (g−1gn(Σ′)−1Γngn(Σ′)g) ∀g ∈ G.

Note that ‖f̄n,Σ′‖L∞ ≤ ‖f ‖∞ <∞, n ∈N, and

gn(Σ′)−1 · Γn · gn(Σ′)→ Γ (Σ′) (n→∞)

by Lemma 4.2.6. Thus, if we set

f̄Σ′ (g)B f (g−1Γ (Σ′)g) ∀g ∈ G,

then f̄n,Σ′ (g)→ f̄ (g) as n→∞ for every g ∈ G by continuity. Moreover,∥∥∥∥1F̂o(gn(Σ′)−1Γn(Σ′)gn(Σ′)) −1F̂o(Γ (Σ′))

∥∥∥∥
L1(G,ν)

→ 0 (n→∞)

by Corollary 4.1.8.
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It follows from Lemma 4.1.9 that∫
G
1F̂o(gn(Σ′)−1Γn(Σ′)gn(Σ′))(g) · f̄n,Σ′ (g)dν(g)→

∫
G
1F̂o(Γ (Σ′))(g) · f̄Σ′ (g)dν(g)

as n→∞.
All in all, we obtain that the integral∫

Sub(G)
f (H)dµΓn(H)

tends to

(2π |χ(Σ)|)−1
∑

Σ′∈c(σ )

∫
G
1F̂o(Γ (Σ′))(g) · f (g−1Γ (Σ′)g)dν(g)

=
∑

Σ′∈c(σ )

2π |χ(Σ′)|
2π |χ(Σ)|

· ν(F̂o(Γ (Σ′)))−1
∫
G
1F̂o(Γ (Σ′))(g) · f (g−1Γ (Σ′)g)dν(g)

=
∑

Σ′∈c(σ )

χ(Σ′)
χ(Σ)

·
∫
G
f (H)dµimρΣ′ (H) =

∫
G
f (H)dΦ̃(r)(H)

as n→∞.
In general, let rn = ([ρ(n)

Σ′′ ])Σ′′∈c(σn) ⊆ T̂ (Σ) converge to r = ([ρΣ′ ])Σ′∈c(σ ) as n→∞. Then
σn ⊆ σ for large n. Because the simplex σ has only finitely many faces we may assume
without loss of generality2 that σn = σ ′ for large n. Applying our previous discussion
to every component Σ′′ ∈ c(σ ′) we obtain∫

Sub(G)
f (H)dΦ̃(r)(H)

=
∑

Σ′∈c(σ )

χ(Σ′)
χ(Σ)

∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµimρΣ′ (H)

=
∑

Σ′′∈c(σ ′)

χ(Σ′′)
χ(Σ)

∑
Σ′∈c(σ )
Σ′⊆Σ′′

χ(Σ′)
χ(Σ′′)

∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµimρΣ′ (H)

=
∑

Σ′′∈c(σ ′)

χ(Σ′′)
χ(Σ)

lim
n→∞

∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dµ
imρ

(n)
Σ′′

(H)

= lim
n→∞

∫
Sub(G)

f (H)dΦ̃(rn)(H)

for every f ∈ C(Sub(G)). This shows that Φ̃ : T̂ (Σ) −→ IRS(G) is continuous.
Recall that the augmented moduli space M̂(Σ) is a quotient of the augmented Te-

ichmüller space, whence the induced map Φ̂ : M̂(Σ) −→ IRS(G) is continuous. In turn

2Just pass to a subsequence and treat every face separately.
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the moduli space of parts |M̂|(Σ) is a quotient of the augmented moduli space M̂(Σ),
such that the induced map Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→ IRS(G) is continuous, too.

Next, we want to show that Φ̂ is surjective, i.e. Φ̂(M̂(Σ)) = ι(M(Σ)). Since M̂(Σ) is
compact and Φ̂ is continuous the image Φ̂(M̂(Σ)) is compact and contains ι(M(Σ)) =
Φ̂(M(Σ)). Because IRS(G) is Hausdorff, compact subsets are closed such that ι(M(Σ)) ⊆
Φ̂(M̂(Σ)). Vice versa, let µ ∈ ι(M(Σ)) and let [[ρn]]n∈N ⊆M(Σ) be a sequence such that
ι([[ρn]]) = µimρn converges to µ as n→∞. Because M̂(Σ) is compact there is a convergent

subsequence [[ρnk ]]→ [r] ∈ M̂(Σ) as k→∞. Because Φ̂ is continuous it follows that

µ = lim
k→∞

Φ̂([[ρnk ]]) = Φ̂([r]) ∈ Φ̂(M̂(Σ)).

Because |M̂|(Σ) is compact and MIRS
(Σ) is Hausdorff, it will suffice to prove that

Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→ MIRS
(Σ) is a continuous bijection, in order to show that Φ is a homeo-

morphism. We have already seen that Φ̂ is a continuous surjection, whence the induced
map Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→MIRS

(Σ) is a continuous surjection, too. Thus, we only need to show
that Φ is injective.

To this end let ξ1,ξ2 ∈ |M̂|(Σ), such that Φ(ξ1) = Φ(ξ2). We have that

Φ(ξ1) =
∑

X∈
⊔
Σ′M(Σ′)

χ(X)
χ(Σ)

· ξ1(X) ·µX =
l∑
i=1

χ(Xi)
χ(Σ)

· ξ1(Xi) ·µXi ,

Φ(ξ2) =
∑

X∈
⊔
Σ′M(Σ′)

χ(X)
χ(Σ)

· ξ2(X) ·µX =
m∑
j=1

χ(Yj )

χ(Σ)
· ξ2(Yj ) ·µYj ,

for some pairwise non-isometric hyperbolic surfaces X1, . . . ,Xl , and some pairwise non-
isometric hyperbolic surfaces Y1, . . . ,Ym. By Lemma 4.1.4 the IRSs {µX1

, . . . ,µXl } and
{µY1

, . . . ,µYm} are linearly independent, respectively. Thus, Φ(ξ1) = Φ(ξ2) implies that
m = l, Xi = Yi (up to relabelling), and

χ(Xi)
χ(Σ)

· ξ1(Xi) =
χ(Xi)
χ(Σ)

· ξ2(Xi)

for all i = 1, . . . ,m. Thus, ξ1(Xi) = ξ2(Xi) for all i = 1, . . . ,m. Since both ξ1 and ξ2 are zero
for all other hyperbolic surfaces, it follows that ξ1 = ξ2. This shows that Φ is injective
and that Φ : |M̂|(Σ) −→MIRS

(Σ) is a homeomorphism.
The upper bound on the number of elements in each fiber of Φ̂ now follows from

Φ̂ = Φ ◦Q and Proposition 2.7.2. Indeed, we have that

#Φ̂−1(µ) = #Q−1(Φ−1(µ)) ≤ B(Σ) =
(
3 |χ|
p

)
·

(2(|χ|+ g − 1))!

(|χ|+ g − 1)! · 2(|χ|+g−1)
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for every µ ∈MIRS
(Σ). �

We conclude our discussion with a minimal example that shows that there are points
µ ∈MIRS

(Σ), whose preimage Φ̂−1(µ) ⊆ M̂(Σ) consists of more than one point.

Example 4.2.7. Let Σ = Σ2,0 be a closed surface of genus two. Let σ1 = {α1,β1,γ1} ⊆ C(Σ)
be a pants decomposition of Σ where α1,γ1 are non-separating curves and β1 is sep-
arating. Further, let σ2 = {α2,β2,γ2} ⊆ C(Σ) be a pants decomposition where α2,β2,γ2

are all non-separating. Recall that the Teichmüller space T (Σ0,3) = {[ρ0]} of a thrice-
punctured sphere is just one point. We consider the elements r1 = ([ρ0])Σ′∈c(σ1) ∈ Tσ1

(Σ),

r2 = ([ρ0])Σ′∈c(σ2) ∈ Tσ1
(Σ) and their images [r1], [r2] ∈ M̂(Σ); see Figure 4. Clearly,

[r1] , [r2] because σ1 and σ2 are not in the same mapping class group orbit in C(Σ).
However,

Φ̂([r1]) = µΓ0 = Φ̂([r2]) ∈MIRS
(Σ),

where Γ0 = imρ0.

[ρ0]
α1

β1 γ1
[ρ0]

[ρ0]

[ρ0]

α2 β2 γ2

r1 r2

Figure 4. Both points [r1], [r2] ∈ M̂(Σ) are mapped to the same invariant
random subgroup µΓ0 = Φ̂([r1]) = Φ̂([r2]) ∈ IRS(G).
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